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We are family 
Taylor Hall Council 'family' breaks 
the back of stuudent apathy. 
Hit parade 
Panthers scatter 19 hits, but 
lost 17-8 to Illinois. 
Section B 
7ell the truth and don't be afraid• 
eans' model 
s a joint effort 
Members of the Council of 
1 said they brushed aside 
Ir personal disagreements 
ding the restructuring of 
tern 's six-college system, 
ling them to submit a four-
Uege model to the provost 
y. 
Named the Council of Deans 
l, the final version is a modi-
' on of the green model sub-
tted by tbe Academic Area 
cturing Committee. It calls 
the breakup of the current 
llege of Liberal Ans and 
"ences - Eastern's largest col-
e with 297 faculty members 
17 departments. 
Some changes from the green 
ode! includes keeping Afro-
·can studies in fine arts and 
Lanham added it is important to 
remember that the process is one 
of restructuring and not consolida-
tion. 
"We did not base our decision 
on current colleges," Lanham said. 
"We're not consolidating colleges, 
we're starting with academic 
departments and creating four new 
colleges." 
Consolidation of Eastern 's six 
colleges was recommended by the 
Council on University Planning 
and Budget. By restructuring the 
colleges, it is intended to save the 
university at least $300,000 by 
eliminating deans positions and 
ma.king cutbacks in deans' offices 
operating budgets. 
Larry Ankenbrand, acting dean 
of the College of Health, Physical 
Education and Recreation, said 
that although there was not a total 
consensus on one particular model 
by all the deans. the council was 
able to make a recommendation in 
the best interests of the university. 
" I don't think we were protect-
ing turf or anything," Ankenbrand 
said. "Everyone just has their own 
idea of how it (college restructur-
ing) would work best We all want 
something that will benefit the 
students , that's the key. I think 
we' II also end up saving some 
money." 
The council made it decision 
from the three models, red, green 
and blue, submitted by the 
restructuring committee. Pressure 
Page 12 
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Larry Williams, dean of the 
graduate studies, said be thought 
., Continued on page 2A 
George Gershon, a junior home economics major, guards Aaron Gordon, a freshman engineering major 
while playing basketball Thursday afternoon at the basketball courts in front of Lawson Hall . 
BOG kill bill's merits examined 
This is the first anicle in a series examining 
tht effects of the possible elimination of the 
Board of Governors. 
By JOHN FERAK 
Mninistration editor 
newly elected executives Mau Giordano and 
Blake Wood were in Springfield meeting 
with Lt Gov. Bob Kustra discussing elimina-
tion of the Board of Governors, the governing 
body of Eastern and four other universities. 
(Wood) and I left, we were convinced this is 
a good plan." 
The plan Giordano was referring to is 
Senate bill 987, sponsored by Sen. Aldo 
DeAngelis, R-Olympia Fields. DeAngelis' 
bill calls for the abolishment of the Board of 
Governors and the Board of Regents. which 
together oversee eight state universities. If the 
boards are eliminated under the bill, govern-
ing boards at each university would replace 
them. 
Also. Kustra addressed several of the ques-
tions concerning BOG elimination that 
Giordano and Wood said were important 
issues Eastern students needed to know 
about 
While most of their constituents were out 
doing last minute campaigning fo r 
Wednesday's Student Government elections, 
"Until Wednesday's meeting with the lieu-
tenant governor. I didn't support BOG elimi-
nation," Giordano said. "I found out by elimi-
nation that duties could get delegated to peo-
ple who already work here. When Blake 
"One of the claims is that $500,000 is 
saved annually by group purchasing for the 
universities by the BOG," said Giordano, 
• Continued om page 2 
ri Sigma house mother says goodbye 
An Eastern soro rity will be losing a long-standing 
mber as house mother as Jane Hofferkamp retires 
·s year after more than two decades of work with the 
bers of the Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. 
Hofferkamp first began what would tum out to be her 
-year term of service with the sorority in 1968. 
"I had lost my husband and was living alone when 
son told me S igma Sigma Sigma was looking for a 
se mother," Hofferkamp said. "After raising three 
ys. I was skeptical about living in a house full of 
s. I finally decided to sign on for one year. 
"My first year as the house mother was great. I really 
enjoyed the girls," Hofferkamp said. "They were happy 
to have me. I was treated like a queen." 
Hofferkamp added she still keeps in touch with many 
of the girls who have lived in the house. 
Beside taking care of the residents, Hofferkamp does 
the grocery shopping for the lunch and dinner meals and 
is responsible for hiring cooks and house boys, collect-
ing rent and filing government reports. 
"Basically, I am a mom away from home," she said. 
Although Hofferkamp's list of jobs is numerous, she 
said does not mind the work. 
" I love working around the girls and with them," 
Hofferkamp sad. "Besides, I would rather be busy than 
sit around in a rocking chair by myself." 
After leaving the sorority, Hofferkamp said she will 
move to Springfield to seek work in a program to help 
runaway children or delinquent girls. 
As a resident of the Charleston for such a long time, 
Hofferkamp has seen many changes in both the students 
and the university itself. 
"The educational level of the university has really 
gone up through the years," Hofferkamp said. "In the 
past it was our accounting department that had a good 
reputation, bur now almost all of our departments are 
known." 
• Continued on pa~e 2A 
FROM PAGE ONE The Men of x 
deans 
f/IFrompage 1 
the council could have worked with 
either the green or red models 
when making its decision. He said 
the blue model was rejected 
because it did not address the issue 
of balance among the colleges. 
The deans' model divides 
BOG 
•From page 1 
explaining that by buying bulk 
supply orders of items such as 
paper products, pencils and office 
supplies, the BOG is able to 
receive a discount. 
Giordano said Kustra explained 
to them that if separate governing 
boards were created, then not 
only would the five BOG schools 
be able to pool together for bulk 
supply savings, but eight or nine 
colleges could pool for an even 
greater savings. 
"I think one of the most waste-
Sigma 
• From page 1 A 
"When I became a house 
mother, aJI our sorority functions 
had to be chaperoned," Hof-
ferkamp said. "Now those rules 
have been lifted so that T don't 
have to go to every function. 
Hofferkamp added: "I think it 
is the students themselves that 
have changed the most. The 
stress that was on students in the 
past has really increased. They 
Eastern into four colleges. Under 
the proposal, the College of Natural 
and Social Sciences would be the 
largest with 14 departments, fol-
lowed by the College of Education 
and Allied Professions with 12. The 
College of Fine Arts and 
Humanities with follow with 11 
and the Lumpkin College of 
ful things the Board of Governors 
does is placing the BOG togo on 
every univers ity document," 
Giordano said. "It's a waste of 
money and a waste workers' 
time." 
According to Giordano, Kustra 
said if the BOG was abolished 
and individual trustee boards 
were established under 
DeAngelis' current bill, the board 
members appointed would serve 
as volunteers. If the BOG salaries 
were terminated, several hundred 
thousand dollars could be saved. 
Also, Giordano said if the 
have a lot piled on them, and 
although I hate to see them so 
stressed, in a way it is good." 
"Jane is a wonderful person," 
said Julie Anderson, a junior 
finance major and member of 
Sigma Sigma Sigma. "She is our 
sister here and a very giving per-
son." 
Although Hofferkamp said she 
could write a book abollt all the 
memorable moments she has bad 
while being a house mother, it 
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Business and Applied Sciences 
with nine. 
Hill is expected to make her 
restructuring recommendation to 
Eastern President David Jorns. Her 
suggestion is expected to be based 
on the College of Deans model and 
the five proposals made by the 
Faculty Senate Tuesday. 
BOG was eliminated, Kustra 
would support an amendment to 
allow student voting rights on a 
created trustee board. 
Currently, the Board of 
Governors has student representa-
tives from its governed universi-
ties who serve as non-voting 
members when the BOG meets. 
In the meantime, the BOG kill 
bill is awaiting floor action and is 
locked up in the House Rules 
Committee. The rules comminee 
is responsible for detennining the 
wording of the bill before it could 
be introduced in the House. 
was the party marking her 20th 
anniversary in the job that stands 
out in her mind. 
"Almost 1 SO girls that had 
stayed in the house over the years 
were at the party," Hofferkamp 
said. "The feeling I had when I 
realized that I remembered some-
thing about each one of those 
girls is a feeling I will never for-
get. It was and always will be 
quite a moment for me." 
Delta Chi 8 
would like to thank 
~ .... , .... JENN CUNNINGHA ·~ 
for being such a 
Great Sweetheart 
HEY STUDENTS! .• 
Is this what / 24 hr. Maintnance 
Townhouses you're coming 
home to? / Dishwasher 
V Basic Cable Paid 
V Garbage Disposals 
345-2363 
CALL NOW! 
NOW LEASING 
Fall & Summer 93 & 94 
Enjoy Spacious Living at 
YOUNGSTOWN 
Cambridge -Nantucket 
c,onsratulatioos 
Give them something to remember! 
Place a 
GRADUATION PERSONAL 
in The Daily Eastern News on Thursday, April 29. 
•say goodbye •wish them luck 
•recall a favorite memory 
$5 buys 15 words or less plus your choice of artwork 
Deadline: Friday, April 23 at 2pm 
Name~------------------
Address---------- Phone----
Message~---------------~ 
CIRCLE ONE 
y 
• 
Earth day 
festival on 
Saturday 
By SUSAN KIEL 
Activities editor 
Charleston's local Earth Weck 
Committee "ill be hosting its third 
annual Earth Day celebration 
Saturday at Kiwanis Park. 
The afternoon festh ities. \iihich 
are scheduled from noon to 4 p.m .. 
will include performances from 
Motherlode String Band and area 
musicians and speakers talking on 
ues concerning the quality of the 
Eanh. 
The !i.peeches will center on the 
commiuee's main focus this year. 
which is preserving the forests, 
aid committee member Gaye 
Harrison. 
"All the speeches will pertain to 
ho\\ \\e can keep from fouling up 
our Earth," she said. "With focus-
ing on the forests, we will not only 
be focusing on the rain fore ts. but 
on our national forests as well." 
Harrison said the afternoon 
acth ities were designed to allow 
people to come and go as they 
plea\e. 
She said the committee will 
focus on international, national and 
local preservation issues. 
"On a world level, we will speak 
aboul preserving the rain forests, 
nationally we will focus on our 
national foresh of lhe Northwest 
and our large fore:.ts and locally 
we want to concentrate on becom-
ing n 'tree city,"' she said. 
Before festivities at Kiwanis 
Park, the Earth week committee 
will conduct a clean up of 
Oiarlcston from 9 a.m. to noon. 
"What we want is for people to 
walk along the town branch and 
pick up garbage;· Harrison said. 
We \\ere going to also conduct a 
tree planting, but we decided to 
wan on that until the city can clear 
the brush so we can see where the 
trees need to be planted." 
Harrison said Tree City USA 1s 
a national program to encourage 
cites to plant more trees. 
3A 
EAN EKSKRA/Staff photographer 
A load of art 
Ju11ior marketing major Bill Jacobs a11d junior accounting major James Long offer a pu::ling gla11ce toward the symbolic "sculpture'' 
parked across from the Fine Arts Bui/din~ Thursda) afternoon. 
City election to have no recount 
By ROBERT SANCHEZ would be able to petition for a partial recount. To change the outcome of the election. a 
City editor called a "discovery," within five days of the candidate must file an election contest suit 
Outgoing Charleston Commissioner Bruce 
Scism. who lost his re-election bid to chal-
lenger Gene Scholes by six votes, said 
Wednesday he would not ask for a recount of 
Tuesday's election results. 
Scholes received 1,792 votes against 
Scism"; 1,786 to claim the two-time incum-
bent's seal on the Charleston City Council. 
"For all those people who say their vote 
doesn ·t count. this proves how imponant their 
votes really arc," Scism said. 
If Scism does not contest the election 
results. Scholes will officially take office with 
the new mayor, Dan Cougill. and rest of the 
city council on !\.1.ay 4. 
County Clerk Betty Coffrin said Scism 
election. against the county. An election contest suit 
A discovery permits a losing candidate to may only be tiled after a discovery shows evi-
rcquire the county to recount the ballots of dcncc of a possible voting error and b usually 
one-fourth of the total precincts. Since decided b) a judge. 
Charleston has 19 precincts. a candidate may Coffrin said the cost of an election contest 
ask the county clerk to review ballots from suit can be expensive. She said judges of elec-
five precinct:s. tion contests hold a great deal of power and 
The discovery allo"' s the losing candidate may require the petitioner to pick up the total 
to 'ee some of the election results but does not cost of the lawsuit. 
change the final outcome of the election. A discovery alone costs $10 per precinct 
Coff rin said the procedure is allowed by surveyed. 
Illinois statutes and is only permitted for can- There have been many discoveries conduct-
didates who lose by a margin of 5 percent or ed in Charleston. Coffrin said. The last elec-
less. tion contest suits she could recall occurred in 
Only candidates who lose by a 5 percent 1970 and 1974. 
margin may petition for a discovery to prevent Both happened after county races and were 
frivolous recounts, she said. unsuccessful in ovenuming election results. 
Student vote total in city election low 
By ROBERT SANCHEZ 
City editor 
LeSs than 7 percent of voters registered to 
cast ballots in mo~tly student precincts went 
ro the polls Tue~day to vote in the city elec-
tion. according to figures released by the 
Coles County clerk's office. 
Roughly 2 percent of the registered voters 
m Precinct 16 at the Martin Luther King Jr. 
University Union and about 6 percent in 
Precinct 17 at Carman Hall voted Tuesday. 
Of 1,231 people registered to vote at the 
Union, 26 punched ballots. In 1989. 51 peo-
ple out of l, 115 registered voters cast ballots 
at the Union. 
Fony-seven people out of 826 registered 
voters at the Carman Hall precinct voted. In 
1989, 60 out of 708 registered voter. reached 
the polls in that precinct. 
'f)~/k,~~~"'.! 
348-8282 
Serving Charleston & 
Eastern Illinois University 
426 W. Lincoln Ave. 
Hours: 
Mon - Wed 11:00 am -1:30 am 
Thurs -Sat 11:00 am - 2:30 am 
Sunday 11:00 am· 12:30 am 
------------GREEK WEEK SPECIAL 
One La~e One Topping 
~5.~~ax 
95!t each additional topping • Expir~s 4/25/93 
Precinct 15 at the Wesley Foundation, 
2202 S. 9th St., a precinct shared by students 
and Charleston residents, saw 284 people cast 
ballots out of 850 registered voter.; or 33 per-
cent 
The Union district had the lowest voter 
turnout of any of Charleston's 19 precincts. 
Precinct 11 at Carl Sandburg School, 1924 
Reynolds Dr .. saw the highest turnout with 
about 54 percent. 
Student Body President Brian Riordan 
offered reasons why the student turnout 
remains so low. 
He said students have a tendency to vote 
on campus during national elections. He said 
when it comes to local elections. many stu-
dents decide to vote in their hometowns. 
Riordan said because students live at East-
ern for nine months out of year, they should 
participate in city and county elections. 
Congratulations to 
DANA WULff' 
of 
DELTA ZETA 
on receiving the 
Outstanding Greek Woman 
of the Year Award 
I 
SO PROUD!' 
Tht' E t N 0(1ily as ern ews 
OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
FRIDAY, APRIL 23, 1993 
Showdown was 
inevitable end 
of cult situation 
"I can't tell you the shock and horror that all 
of us felt when we saw those Hames coming 
out," said FBI spokesman Bob Ricks in a 
somber voice hours after the Waco siege's 
hellish end. "We thought 'Oh my god, they 
are killing themselves."' 
That is perhaps what millions of Americans 
thought as they watched the Branch 
Davidlan's Ranch Apocalypse being con-
sumed by Hames. 
While the public, press and politicians' sec-
ond-guessing of the FBl's decision to go for-
ward with the raid may go Edltorlal on for years, the fault for 
------•the entire tragedy still 
comes down to the one 
man who made It all ~~n. Dsl'{ld Koresh. 
Rumors of stdtkPlled weapons and violent 
tendencies had swirled around the Branch 
Davidian cult for years, and when the Bureau 
of Tobacco and Firearms raided on Feb. 28, the 
resulting gun battle left four ATF agents and 
six cult members dead. 
Simultaneously reviled by some, revered 
by others and even the butt of comedian's 
jokes, Koresh built a scenario In which there 
was no out. 
For 5 t days Koresh and the FBI sat on oppo-
site sides of a line drawn In the Texas sand. 
The charismatic cult leader continued to dan-
gle promises of a surrender In front of the 
agents, while reminding. the reporters on the 
scene that any raids would most likely result in 
the deaths of his followers' children. 
Meanwhile, life inside the cult's compound 
continued normally, according to people who 
left the structure during the siege. This was a 
man who built a dosed society that dearly did 
not value human life or even see the weight of 
the consequences It had brought upon Itself. 
When the FBl's tank came crashing in 
Monday, Koresh was not ready to surrender, 
and evidence Indicates chances of bringing the 
siege to a negotiated conduslon had passed. 
"What Ifs" always surround any situation 
like the Waco tragedy. 
All Indications are the FBI took the next log-
ical step In an Increasingly entangling sltua-
tlQn. As sickening as the loss of life Is, people 
need to remember the man who started It all 
and could have ended It. 
Doubts are more cruel than 
the worst of truths. 
Moliere 
Some messages are hardly notable 
'"The note," dasslc In Its slmplk-
lty. Is an Instrumental step In the 
evolutionary process of mass com-
munications today. 
According to MWebster's New 
World Book of the Origins of 
Things Nobody Cares That Much 
About," the ftrst recorded use ol 
"the note" can be traced back to 
the Middle Ages when warriors 
would peel the skin off the fore-
heads of their enemies. write J.A. 
i .. ' . 
-·- . 
word of their victory on the skin Winders 
and send It by pack mule or runner 
back to home camp. 
The history of "the note" then becomes undear and a 
tad bit hazy until It resurfaced In the form of Its next 
Important evolutionary ftgure - Dan Kern ( 1971-pre-
sent). 
Dan sat behind me In third grade and was always 
passing me notes written on the torn corners of yellow 
legal pads. The message almost always Incorporated the 
word "booger" somewhere within the text - great 
humor within the realm of the third grade but looking 
back, it wasn't all that funny. 
But at least we·ve come a long way since Dan and his 
Mbooger" fascination. We have outgrown juvenile and 
moronic notes full of secret codes and self-produced 
ego boons. 
Or have we? 
To see what Mthe note" has become In its modem era, 
one has to only turn In his or her personal, coveted copy 
of The Daily Eastern News to the classified ads, 
announcements section. 
These stellar works of compact literature are small 
capsules for the ages. showing what it was like to live 
and breath In our time, or perhaps, just a simple read 
makes one realize that these ads set the art of Mnote 
passing" and possibly all communication back a half-
dozen generations. 
What we are about to set out on Is a journey through 
only one day's announcements section. Following each 
quotation Is a brief statement to darlfy the sometimes 
confusing prose and difficult subtext that exist in this 
blessed text. 
Turn now In your copy of Wednesday's paper to page 
nine and follow along on in this magical trip of dassified 
existence ... 
• HNeeded urgendy. Two female gymnastic instructors 
for short summer ... " - Why didn't I ever think of that? 
• HAST Pledges: Great job with active tea." - This 
year·s active tea formal was a hell of a lot more popular 
that last year's active rabid Spam mixer. 
• HFor leadership that keeps on working. Vote Chad 
Turner." - Don't worry Chad you can keep on worldng ... I 
hear that the 7-11 Is now hiring. 
• "Rob Yori< and Sean Dempsey: Can't wait for that 
fun-fl/led day at the lake - we've got boating. fishing, 
waterskllng, sunbdthlng. drinking ... " - I only have five 
words for you boys ... Tlm Crews and Steve Olin. Get 
me? 
• "Chad Turner for Exec. VP-leadership that's been 
tested." - Okay, Mr. Turner, I understand that you are 
rabies free, but what about the Issues of the election. 
• Pikes alrband: AITos and polyester a 'plenty tonight! 
Beat It.· - Nice to see that the predominately white, 
upper-middle-class male population of greeks is gaining 
the understanding of cultural awareness. And they 
thought it got ugly at Panthers... • 
• "Chad Turner didn 't quit. Chad Turner doesn't quit. 
Chad Turner won't quit. .. " - Chad Turner has to quit. 
- /.A. Winders Is features editor and a regular colum-
nist forThe Daily Eastern News. 
• I»T€GR.1TY 
Your turn 
D• bl d the general student body does not Isa e access experience when the d1fflcu1ty is 
• • • 1s a pnme issue 
for universities 
brought to the attention of the 
appropriate office. 
When I graduated In December 
of 1990 with my undergraduate 
degree in sodology, Vice President 
Dear editor: Glenn Williams stood up on the 
Please be aware that I have read stage and asked to shake my hand 
the article MServlce shutdown whlle stating, MWe made It didn't 
affects disabled" on the front page we." I had gone through various 
of The Dally fdstem News dated offices before I found the help I 
April 2. needed through Williams. 
As a former two-time graduate My main concern stlll Iles with 
of Eastern who also attended dass- the fact that Blair Hall Is still with-
es In a wheelc.halr, I am saddened out an elevator. I understand that 
that students attending Eastern are this Is being addressed. This Issue, 
still faced with unlntentlonal dis- however, does not address the one 
crlmlnation. that jenny and Paul are experienc-
MFalllng through cracks,· as john Ing with the food service. 
Kohl, Student Senate member, who It ls my greatest desire that they, 
so kJndly addressed the situation too, find the support through the 
that Jenny Nimz and Paul Ezzell vice president for student affairs 
face on a dally basis now, Is not that I found with Wiiiiams. When 
atypical of the struggles that dis- disabled students address their 
abled people face every day. concerns to you, be aware that 
Isn ' t It enough that each day their Issue Is only one of many that 
when we get out of bed that we they may face each day. They 
struggle just to get dressed for the should be applauded for the 
day? I have found Eastern Is some- extraordinary energy and persls-
what supportive of addressing tence they expend whlle while try-
nftles. 
Eastern will always be a special 
place In my heart. I am also sure 
that you will be fair and supportive 
of concerns that disabled students 
find so very Important to them 
when they bring these issues to 
you for discussion. 
VuhneeJ.Bapdst 
Clinton fought 
hard to save 
lives in Vietnam 
Dear editor: 
In the April 13 Daily Eastern 
News, editorial cartoonist Rich Bird 
has the ghosts of U.S. Vietnam war 
veterans asking Bill Clinton, 
MWhere were you before we were 
MIA, Biii?• I think I can ans>Ner that 
question. Bill Olnton was working 
to gain publlc support to end the 
war In Vietnam. 
If he and other peace activists 
had succeeded sooner, those sol-
diers would be alive, as would one 
to two mllllon Vietnamese people 
who died In the war. 
'------------------' , Uf'a.cces.slble c_!l5!1c!V'!ntage~ _!.h~t4 ~ )ng t".l _enrich _ the!f future opf)9rtu-
' · • ·-- ----·--·--· 
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Associate dean retires 
By MICHELLE R. HOKE 
Staff writer 
Facu lty and staff members 
turned out to say goodbye to 
George Schlinsog, associate 
dean of the College of Ed -
ucation, at a reception Thursday 
in honor of his retirement. 
"I'm looking forward to 
retirement - it's like walking out 
of winter and into a summer 
day," Schlinsog said. 
Scblinsog described some of 
the changes that have taken 
place at Eastern since his arrival 
26 years ago, most notably the 
school's growth from 3,000 stu-
dents to more than 10,000. 
Schlinsog said Seventh Street 
was barely paved and had no 
curbs when he started work. 
"There is a higher level of 
pcofessionalism on the part of 
the faculty," Schlinsog said. "For 
years we've tried to get money 
to renovate this building 
(Buzzard) and it is finall) going 
to happen." 
Schlinsog was referrmg to 
Gov. Jim Edgar's recommenda-
tion in February that $11.3 mil-
lion be allocated for the renova-
tion of the 35-year-old building. 
The funds will be used to 
remodel classrooms. add central 
heating and air conditioning, 
replace the roof and install new 
windows. The money will also 
fund construction of a 14,000-
square-foot addition. 
"This is an exciting time at 
Eastern because there's much 
discussion about restructuring," 
Schlinsog said. "Personnel bud-
gets will be decentralized, and 
Buzzard building will be remod-
eled." 
Charles Jo ley, dean of the 
College of Education, said 
Schlinsog "is one of the people 
who is virtually irreplaceable." 
"We don't have anyone else 
that's as knowledgeable in teach-
er certification as George," Joley 
said. "He's a very student-orient-
ed person. He's been a wonder-
ful co-worker." 
Schlinsog will go on adminis-
trative leave effective July I 
until December 31 when he offi· 
cially retires. 
Schlinsog said he plans to do 
some writing. travel to the 
Pacific Northwest, continue his 
hobby of gardening and work 
with a number of committees 
within his church. 
The retiring dean said one of 
his greatest satisfactions is being 
able to help people with their 
problems. 
"A lot of students have come 
back to me and said they would 
not have finished college with-
out my help," he said. 
"The best interests of the stu-
dents have always been foremost 
in his mind," said Carol Helwig, 
department chairwoman of ele-
mentary and junior high school 
education who has worked with 
Schlinsog for 23 years. "He is 
highly respected for his calm 
professional approach to prob-
lem solving." 
As the associate dean in the 
College of Education. Schl-
insog's responsibilities have 
included the processing of all 
applications for teacher certifica-
tion. curriculum revision, stu-
dent advisement and class 
scheduling. Schlinsog was also 
the teacher certification officer 
overseeing students seeking state 
accreditation in teaching. 
"We've helped to build a good 
reputation for the university in 
terms of how we care for our 
students," Schlinsog said about 
the College of Education 
Thieves take video camera 
By BRYAN MILLER 
and BRIAN HUCHEL 
Staff writers 
An Eastern student reported told police Friday a 
video camera had been stolen from his residence. 
Jason B. Weisner, 22, of 1109 Fourth St. told 
police he had a 12- to 15-pcrson party Thursday, 
April 8 at his residence and his last guest had left at 
4 a.m. Friday. Weisner told police he awoke at 
about 9 a.m. to find the camera gone, its cord hav-
ing been cut. 
Other items among Charleston and campus 
police reports Thursday included: 
Eastern student Michael J. Rowley, 18, of 207 
Douglas Hall was arrested Saturday in the parking 
lot of Thirsty's Tavern for obscene conduct, atten-
dance of a liquor-licensed premises by a minor, 
purchase or acceptance of alcohol and possession 
of a false or altered ID card. 
David B. Brooks of 2219 Ninth St. was arrested 
Sunday by Charleston police for driving under the 
influence of alcohol and driving with an alcohol 
concentration of .10 or more after he failed to stop 
at a stop sign. 
• Matthew R. Garrison, 2 l, of 2219 Ninth St. told 
Charleston Police that his bike, which had been 
locked 10 a post outside Friends & Co., 509 Van 
Buren Ave., had been stolen while he was inside. 
~~ 
• A bicycle owned by Eastern student Kevin 
Schouten, 19, of 245 Ford Hall was stolen from in 
front of the Charleston IGA, 612 Lincoln Ave., 
while he was inside. Schouten told police be left the 
bicycle unlocked near the front door. 
• Eastern student Tasha L. Johnson, 19, of 309 
Andrews Hall was arrested Friday for retail theft at 
Tokens in University Village. 
• The University Police Department investigated 
a case of criminal damage to state-supported prop-
erty Saturday night in Greek Court at the Phi Sigma 
Sigma house. 
According to police reports, Steven Stingley, a 
pizza delivery driver, witnessed an unknown indi-
vidual drive a white car on the front lawn of the Phi 
Sigma Sigma house. 
The suspect spun the vehicle's wheels, damaging 
the yard. 
After examining the scene, campus police 
searched for the vehicle, discovering it in the north-
ern parking area of the north row of buildings. 
After being unable to find the vehicle's owner, 
who was a member of Sigma Nu fraternity, officers 
notified a Sigma Nu counselor who later found him 
GREEK WEEK SPECIAL 
Small 
$2.99 
+ Tax 
(available to all students) 
Medium 
$3.99 
+Tax 
Large 
$4.99 
+Tax 
SA 
r:,M1cKE¥ FiNN=-·- 7.9MotOToR", 
I 1 COCKTAIL.. I I Rock -o- Roll Show I I Rock -n- Roll Show C From Effingham I From Decatur (; 
I 0 songs by: AC/DC, Skid 1 songs by: AC/DC, 0 U Row Guns -n- Roses, U 
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RIDE THE GUS BUS TO T E DS 
y,\J':,\~@:l?J ~CAMPUS Presents 
COMEDY 
--live on campus 
Has appeared in: 
Rage in Harlem 
Comic Relief '91 
HBO Def Jam 
and many others ... 
WHERE: Stevenson Lobby 
WHEN: Sunday, April 25 at 7 p.m. 
• free first Topping 
• free extra sauce 
• free thick or thin crust 
ALL NEW 
RELEASES 
• free BBQ. sauce 
• free hot peppers 
$3.00 PER DAY 
ALL OTHER TITLES 
$2.00 PER WEEK 
(7 DAYS) 
HOURS: 10 A.M. TO MIDNIGHT 
SUNDAY: 10 A.M. TO 9 P.M. 
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Airband 
contest 
highlight 
of Week 
CAA to continue 
review of majors 
SUM1\1ER SCHOOL 
Suburban Chicago's University 
Over 50 courses offered in the day and evening. mrting June 14 
Eastern fraternities and 
sororities packed Stu\ Surf 
Side Wednesday night for 
the annual Greek Weck Air 
Band Contest. 
First place winners were: 
Delta Zeta sorority for its 
rendition of Madonna's 
"Hanky Panky" and "Bugle 
Boy" and Delta Tau Delta 
fraternity for its perfor-
mance of "A Spoonful of 
Sugar" and "Supercala-
fragi I isticexpeal ado sh is" 
from the Disney motion pic-
ture "Mary Poppins.' ' 
By STEPHANIE CARROLL 
Staff writer 
The Council on Academic 
Affairs finished its curricular 
qualities assessment of the theater 
arts department Thursday and 
will continue its review of majors 
at next week's meeting with the 
English department's report. 
The council's review of the 
curricular qualities of all majors 
available at Eastern consists of 
each department presenting a 
report to the council. Reports 
describe. for instance, the means 
the department uses to assess how 
well it meets its objectives and 
tests faculty's knowledge of the 
social and philosophical roots of 
the major. 
The CAA began the review last 
August after the study of under-
graduate education recommended 
to 1he council this review be 
undertaken. 
Jerry Eisenhour, Marjorie 
Duehmig and Ettore Guidotti, 
members of the theater arts 
department also presented the 
CAA with one change the) had 
planned to make in their depart-
ment's curriculum. That change 
would include allowing both the-
ater majors and minors 10 take 
Theater Arts 3333, an advanced 
interpretation class equivalent to 
Thea1er Ans 3345. which is a 
directing course. 
In other business. the CAA 
voted to remove from its agenda 
the required 120 semester hours a 
student must complete before 
gmduating frorn Eastern. 
CAA Chairwoman Ka1hleen 
Shank said the council had previ-
ously been concerned about this 
number, but because of other 
activities it was not able to dis-
cuss the issue with Barbara Hill. 
vice prcsiden1 for academic 
affairs. 
Shank suggested the issue be 
taken off the agenda and Hill 
agreed, suggesting it be post-
poned until a later date. 
"When a window of opportuni-
ty opens. I will initiate the con-
versation in this regard." Hill 
said. 
Co . d ~URORA 
- nveruent one, ~o, an NlVERSl'T\.' 
five week sessions _ . l l 
_ Speed your progress with Aurora. Ubnois 60506-4892 
junior/senior and grad courses 
- Easy mail/credit card registration 
- Free transferability packet available for each course 
Call NOW 708-844-5427 for schedules & infonnation. 
Second place winners 
were: Sigma Sigma Sigma 
sorority. which performed 
"Jam On It" and "Nu Nu,'' 
and Pi Kappa Alpha frater-
nity for Michael Jackson's 
··Beat It" and The Jackson 
Five's "I Want You Back," 
Greek Week activities 
continue Friday and Sa-
turday. Activities scheduled 
for Friday arc the truck 
events from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. 
at O'Brien Stadium. 
Opponents of gays 
to avoid rights march 
Saturday activities at the 
Campus Pond will be the 
annual Greek Games from 9 
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and 
Collegiate Bowl Finals at 
l :30 p.m. An awards presen-
tation at 3:30 p.m. and a 
unity party from 4 p.m. to 6 
p.m. will "rap up the week 
of events. 
- Staff report 
WASHINGTON (AP) - Some 
preach fire and brimstone from 
the pulpit or distribute lurid video-
tapes of homosexuals parading in 
San Francisco. Others simply call 
their members of Congress to 
oppose lifting the military's ban 
on gays. 
The opponents of expanded gay 
nghts. from televangelists 10 ordi-
nary citizens. won't be out in 
force this weekend during a major 
gay rights march in the nation ·s 
capital. 
But their vocal arguments that 
giving homosexuals expanded 
rights will weaken America's mil-
itary and corrupt the nation's chil-
dren already resonate from the 
television airwaves to the top lev-
els of government. 
"Homosexuals arc seeking gov-
ernmental approval of their unnat-
ural or immoral lifestyle," said 
Robcn Dugan, Washington direc-
tor of the National Association of 
Evangelicals, which represents 
50,000 churches. 
SEARCH NO MORE 
The ONLY Off Campus Housing On Campus 
Now Leasing 
PARK PLACE APAilTMENTS 
(Across from the Union on 7th) 
• 1,2 &.3 Bedroom 
Furnished Units 
St James flace 
(1905} s. 12th St.} 
Tlllllcr Creek SllMa. llc. r----------------, • Free Trash & Parking ·Central A.C. • l & 2 Bedroom Units • Fully Furnished 
Arcola, IL 
Horseback Riding 
(217) 268-3717 
I I • Dishwasher • A.C. 
I I • Microwaves • Newly Remodeled 
•Laundry & Parking 
$10/ hom 
call now! 
1 G Buy a Large (16") Thin Crust Pizi.a with 1 l . 0neropping~~ius1 ~rJJ,,.is~ l 
I Good 11n May 31, 1993 • pmtidpllll& .au~ 1 .1 I Cllrlalm • 9091 ldi &. • 343-7SIS 4" . 
• Balconies 
Still Available For Fall 
Call Anytime 348-14 79 for Appointment 
or drop by rental office on Grant St. 
I I 3:30-5:30 p.m. - M - f 
.--~~~~~~~~~~~~~---~---~--~---~--~---~---~--..... --~--;;~--~;--~--;;~--~--;;~--~;.J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~~ 
Now Available! 
Applications for: 
1 
Panther P.A.L.S. 1993 
Volunteer Now To Be A Pan Of The Fall Panther Preview 
New Student Orientation Program 
What you Cap expect; Benefits; 
•Help ne\\ students move in *Move mto the Residence Halls enrly 
• Anend and help with Panther •Pick up books early 
Preview Programs •Pick up official class schedule early 
•Be a group leader for new •Panther PALS T-shirt 
students •some meals provided 
•Agoodtunc 
Applications Available At: 
•Residence HaU Desks 
•ornce al Orientation (located In the Housing 
Ol'lkein the MLK Jr. Unh. Union) 
•Studmt ActlYides Ol'llc:e 
(MLK Jr. Ualv. Union) 
*Greek Court Couuelon' Ollkes 
•Uniftl'llky Court M.m Ol'lke 
Application Deadline: April 26, 1993 - noon 
..... 
Sponson:d'by: AH.,..._.. 
OfficeofOriemalionlAADI Ii< N 
Panther Preview ---
This weekend at 
~CAMPUSa rt y 's 
Friday: Italian Beef w/Mozzarella & Fries $349 
$3 Pitchers (Lite, GD) 
4 o'clock club: 3 Burgers for $1 
Saturday: Italian Sausage w /Fries $299 
All Bottles only $1 25 
Live Saturday Night: 
He llo D avid! 
( a.k.a Good Question?) 
Open Sunday 
at Noon! 
$199 Burger Specials 
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MARI OGAWA/ Staff photographer 
Top: The Taylor Hall Council "Family" -(from left) Vice President of Social Programming Jocelyn Clark, Treasurer and Secre-
tary Tabitha Smith, Residence Hall Association Representative Jill Rice. Vice President of Hall Improvement Juanita Wiley, 
Counselor and Aduisor Dwayne Smith, Vice President of Education Carolyn Magdzias, President Joe Flynn, Vice President of 
Dining Seruices Laura Draughon, and Vice President for Public Relations Nancy Bacon. 
Below: Dwayne Smith Is one of the main reasons the Taylor Hall Council actlult/es haue been successful. 
e are family 
Taylor Hall Council proves one 
group can beat student apathy 
By CHRIS SEPER Black History Month programs. 
Attendance for the events at the 622-
ylor Hall Counselor and Hall Coun- person hall have ranged from 25 students 
cil Adviser Dv.iayne Smith said learn- to 300, with an average of about 30. Car-
ing never stops- no matter how olyn Magdzias, Taylor's vice president for 
much you think you've got it licked. education, said the average turnout for 
"Just when you think you know every- other hall councils' activities is about 10. 
thing, there's still something to "I've made an impact on stu-
leam," said Smith, a graduate dents' lives and educated them 
student in political science. in more ways than one," 
But it has been Smith said. "I see a defi-
Smith and the rest of nite di.ff erence and it 
the Taylor Hall makes me feel good 
"family" - the nine that my efforts are 
executive mem- being acknowl-
bers of the hall edged. 
councU - who "I think the key 
have been able to motivation is 
to teach the energy and atti-
campus some- tude. lf you feel 
thing about rest- good about what 
dence hall you're doing, 
activism. The that attitude is 
group has built contagious and 
one of the most enjoying yourself, 
successful hall getting across the 
councU programs message to students 
at E.astem. will eome," Smith 
From a slightly said. 
over achieving resi- Of the highly attend-
dence hall when he ed forums that occurred 
came in 1990, council across campus this year, 
members say Smith carried aylor Hall held most of them. 
has helped carry it to the level of............ They were the first to hold Lesbian, 
success it has now. Gay, Bisexual and Allies Union forums and 
In a time when both the city and Student have had two speakers who discussed their 
Government are looking for successful non- lives after contracting AIDS, a panel about 
alcoholic programs for students, Taylor has Malcolm X, a Student Senate panel and a 
found success. The hall council has put on discussion about "Everything you wanted to 
more than 35 different activities throughout know about men and women. but were 
the year and was the site for most of the ~ed to ask." 
"We're trying to be on the cutting edge 
of everything," said Joe Flynn, Taylor Hall 
president. 
All hall councU forums, which have 
attracted as many as 120 people, are held 
in the lobby. 
"Our main goal in Taylor Hall is to edu-
cate and entertain," Smith said. 
But beyond the cutting edge projects 
and the stellar reputation, Smith said it was 
the "family" which has lifted the residence 
hall's reputation to this high of a level. 
The Taylor "family" is: Flynn; Nancy 
Bacon, vice president of public relations; 
Jocelyn Clark, vice president of social pro-
gram; Laura Draughan, vice president of 
dining services, Magdzias; Juanita Riley, 
vice president of hall improvement; Tabitha 
Smith, treasurer and secretary, and Jill 
Rice, representative from the Residence 
Hall Association. 
The bond made here is something the 
group will not forget. 
"We love each other," Flynn said. "It 
sounds sappy, and I'm going to wonder 
why I said that in the paper, but we just 
love each other. 
"All that we do grows out of respect." 
Smith said: 'Tve been proud to work 
with these guys. Realistically in a family, we 
go through tough times. But we appreciate 
each other more. 
"This has been a great experience." 
Smith is on the verge of graduation, but 
remains hopeful that Taylor can continue 
its tradition. 
"You have to be active to do the things 
that need to be done,·· Smith said. "We use 
the same type of approach. If you take 
pride in what you're doing you·n know one 
person can really make a difference."_ 
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Near Campus 
CALI.NOW 
345-4489 
Ontu°' 
----- i"-21. 
• •••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
$150 ALL 
• SEATS 
WILL ROGERS 
T H E A T R E 
Downtown Charleston • 345·9222 
Now StfO\t"lloiG! 
TEENAGE MUTANT 
NINJA TURTLES 
JJ[ ~ 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:00 & 9:00 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M. 
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:00 ONLY 
Now StlOWtloiGl 
Bill Murray 
Groundhog 
COLUIOBJAPtCQay lPGJ 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:15 & 9:15 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:15 ONLY 
TIM( TlitAT~t 
Downtown Mattoon • 258-8228 
A husband. A wife. 
A billionaire. A proposal. 
ROBERT 
REDFORD 
DEMI MOORE 
WOODY 
HARRELSON L,. 
INDECENT 
PROPOSAL 
A PARAMOUNT PtCTURE 
FRI/SAT NITE 4'.30, 7:00 & 9:30 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:30 & 7 00 
IBl 
Based Upon The Book By STEPHEN[I KING ~· 
[!!] ~=: ll(_u~ • 
FRI/SAT NITE 4:45. 7, 15 & 9:45 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 P.M. 
SUN TO THURS NITE US & 7 15 
COPAHACF 
rnri One cop's nightmare. 
~ A UNIVt:ASAL AILUSE 
FRI & SAT NrTE· S 00, 1:00 & 9'00 
SAT & SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM SUNDAY TO THURSDAY NITE • 5 00 & 7:00 
FIRE IN 
THE SKY 
BASED 
ON 
THE 
TRUE 
STORY 
IPtHJI 
.t. P•A.t.MOUHf PIC.fUA( 
FRVSAT NITE 4:45. 7:15. 9:30 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 4:45 & 7:15 
CHRIS ROCK• ALLEN PAYNE 
PHIL HARTMAN• CHRIS ELUOTI 
Sex 
and 
Rap .•. 
c::1::1~1-
TMK MOVI• 
A UHJYUISAl ll(l(AS( 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:15, 7:30, 9:30 
SAT/SUN MATINEES 2:30 
SUN TO n-tURS NITE 5: 15 & 7;30 
28 ON THE VERGE Of THE WEEKEND 
This Weekend At 
Mother's. 
• • 
Friday: $125 Bottles (GD,GD Light) 
25¢ Burgers (early) 
Saturday: * the best QB's 
* $150 Pitchers 
* $1 Bottles 
* $1 Bar Drinks 
plus Food and Shooter Specials! 
BREAKFAST 
7DaysA Week 
Complete Breakfast 
Menu! 
including: 
·Pancakes 
• Omlettes 
• Huevos Rancheros 
•much more! 
7th and Madison 345-7427 
THIRSTY1S 
F IDAY BEER WA 
Thirsty's Bombs the Competition! 
SATURDAY DANCE NIGHT! 
- $1.0° Cover Till 10 p.m. -
DRAFTS 25¢ PITCHERS s2.00 
ALL LONGNECKS 
AMARETTO SOUR 
BLUETAIL FLY -
SEX ON THE BEACH 
--LONG ISLAND ICE TEA 
New D.J. • New Music-Requests, 
"Eric is Coming On Strong!!' 
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pcoming film sparks new look at book 
inally published in 1990, 
ic Park" is making new rounds 
the best seller list in anticipation of 
n·to-be-released motion picture 
r the direction of Steven Spiel-
Author Michael Crichton ("The 
omeda Strain" and "Rising Sun") 
a macabre fairy tale of sorts 
a group of people trapped on 
Island off the coast of Costa Rica 
genetically engineered 
urs have decided they would 
er be on the outside of their 
es. 
While the book may bring to mind 
ories of the television clunker 
of the Lost," "Jurassic Park" is 
an elpquent thriller that 
beat its readers over the head 
message. 
Through the recent strides made in 
c engineering and a society's 
on for creatures of the past, 
ton builds a rather realistic piece 
fiction where dinosaurs can be 
ted through the DNA extracted 
m prehistoric insects lodged in 
ber. 
This breakthrough becomes the 
for a theme park where people 
view animals that. until now. have 
nothing more than bones and 
's representations. 
Unfortunately, it also spins a web 
corporate deceit and treachery that 
the animals run free in a dinosaur 
e park, Jurassic Park - and pos· 
the outside world - before the 
k even opens its gates. 
At the center of the problem is 
ohn Hammond. 
Hammond is illustrated as the clas-
LEINENKUGEL 
DOUBLES 
DART TOURNEY 
575 1st PRIZE 
- .. 
SATURDAY 
3PM 
348- :1232 
D INNER SPECIAL . 
~-..J ..... ~ ~
;;:::: 5 DIFFERENT --• 
ITEMS ~ 
l \, / I '\ 
Includes 
Soup of the Day 
and 
Egg roll or 
Crab Rangoon 
only $4ll 
Sunday & Tuesday 
3 - 8P.\I 
sic, eccentric money mogul with child-
like dreams of opening a park where 
children can come see his fantastic 
creations. 
He is a P.T. Barnum of sorts who 
seems to shed insurmountable prob-
lems with the idea that anything in his 
way can be worked out. 
His inability to rationally assess the 
situation because of his flawed idea, 
combined with the fact that he is 
motivated more by his backers' dollars 
than the logistics of introducing man-
eating anachronisms into the 20th 
century. leave him and his guests at 
the mercy of Hammond's creation. 
A deeper subplot exists between 
Hammond and a mathematician 
named Ian Malcolm. 
Originally a consultant on the 
Jurassic Park project, Malcolm intro-
duces a concept known as "chaos the-
ory mathematics." 
The initial gist that Malcolm's theo-
ry presents is that not everything can 
be explained through the known world 
of physics and simple probabilities. 
What is required to produce a sci-
entific explanation of enigmatic enti-
ties is a diagram that can cover situa-
tions with multiple variables. 
His theory is akin to the reading of 
tea leaves, with the notable exception 
that he reads geometric fractals. 
Through the shapes that these fractals 
create. Malcolm makes judgements 
concerning the way that any given 
multi-variable situation will end. 
His predictions see the horrible 
demise of the park even before the 
first egg is hatched. 
Which is the less believable? The 
thought of dinosaurs roaming Earth 
after millions of years of extinction, or 
the ability to predict the future with 
scientific cal-
culations? 
The inter-
action of 
Malcolm and 
Hammond is 
perhaps the 
most inspir-
ing. 
Initially, it 
pits the sci-
entific skepti-
cism of Mal-
colm's chaos 
theory 
against the 
childlike 
enthusiasm 
of Ham· 
mond's abili-
ty to back 
Photo courtesy Amblln/Unillersal 
Steoen Spielberg, Laura Dern and Sam Neill visit a Triceratops 
on the set of Spielberg's $65 million special effects bonanza 
"Jurassic Park" which will hit theaters on June 11. 
such an outlandish project. However. 
the astute reader will realize the 
change that takes place between the 
two. 
When things begin to crumble in 
the park, Malcolm's bleak outlook 
grows into the realistic attitude of a 
father sheltering his children. The 
Walt Disney air about John Hammond 
undergoes a similar metamorphosis 
leaving him a failed capitalist with a 
broken 'get rich· scheme. 
What keeps ~Jurassic Park" from 
spilling over into the vat of trite hor-
ror and suspense novels by the likes 
of Stephen King and Clive Barker, 
who place motley casts of characters 
on the run from outlandish monsters, 
is that the reader wants to believe. 
Dinosaurs have become as much a 
part of childhood as knights in shining 
armor and Arabian princes with magic 
lamps. 
They have seeped into the imagi-
nations of children across the globe. 
Yet, unlike dragons and genies, 
dinosaurs were real. 
The thought of resurrecting the 
beasts from the mists of time is a 
"what W that is impossible not to 
entertain. 
Crichton brings the dinosaurs into 
reality with vivid descriptions of size, 
color and behavior. 
He also packs a good deal of tech-
nical background into an easily palat-
able form for readers to comprehend 
without becoming bogged down in sci-
entific jargon. 
"Jurassic Park~ provides for perspi-
cacious readers a parable of man and 
the consequences of playing God for 
the wrong purpose. 
The relieving thought that "what is 
past is past" does not always hold true 
- and. in the end, the reality is that 
when the decision to start something 
is made, there may never be a way to 
undo the damage. 
l1I OAWC UM S10IY OF OUR T1ME 
CALL NOW! 
TICK£fMASTER HOIUNE (312) 55<).2900 
AUDOORIUM IlfEA1RE of Roosevelt University 
124 $15 Seats Available In Advance for All Perfs (Based on Availability) 
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Photo courtesy of Sierra High Records 
Hello Dave band members and Eastern alumni Mike Himebaugh, Frank Geroge, Chris Clemete 
and Pat Wagner. Hello Dave will be performing at Marty's Saturday night. 
Eastern alutnni to rock Marty's 
Four Eastern alumni band's name when Live rock 'n roll Images, 1706 Broad-
will be returning to their they realized it was show Friday night at way Ave. in Mattoon. 
alma mater this week already taken. Ted's Warehouse, 102 Admission is $2 per 
and intend to shake up "So there we were Sixth St. Admission $1 person.Perlonnance 
Ea.stem Saturday night around 3 o'clock in the from 8-10 p.m. with begins at 9 p.m. Fri-
with music that blends morning, sitting in a coupon. day. 
sounds from the place eating, trying to Perfunctory Arson Garden/Rain 
BoDeans, Indigo Girls, think of what we can Live at The Dun- Sister 
Mellissa Etherige and come up with for a geon, 509 Van Buren Live at The Dun-
REM. name," Himebugh said. Ave. Cover is $3 at geon. 509 VanBuren 
''Hello Dave," an "Some guy comes in. the door and begins at Ave. Saturday night at 
alternative band hailing looks right at us and at 10:30 Friday night. 10:30 p.m. Admission 
from Charleston, will be says really loud, 'Hello Ronnie D and the is $4 at the door. 
performing live at 10 Dave!' .. Glass packs Molotov Cocktail 
p.m. at Marty's, 116 Since then, Hello Classic rock at Decatur rock band 
Fourth St. Originally Dave planed to make Broadway Joe's, 1412 Saturday night at 
known as "Good Ques- music a fuJJ time job. Broadway Ave. in Mat- Ted's. Admission $1 
tion" from their student It will be fantastic to toon. Show begins at from 8-10 p.m. with 
years at Eastern, He\\o make a career out o\ \t, 9 p.m. Fnday. No coupon. 
Dave re\eased their first but you got to be at the cover. After Hours Band 
CD on the High Serra nght µ\ace at the right live DJ Live beginning at 9 
Records \abe\ \ast week. time, and then the sky's DJ Kevin Kramer p.m. Saturday at 
The band formed in the limit," Himebaugh Friday night at Roe's Broadway J oe's. No 
1989 when lead singer sakl. Tavern, 410 Sixth St. cover. 
Mike Himebaugh met Show begins at l 0 Shadoobee 
lead guitarist Frank Ger- Also around the p.m. $2 cover. Rhythm and blues 
age and began playing Charleston area ... The Keith Hardin show at Roe's, 410 
together. However, Band Sixth St., at 10 Satur-
they had to change the Mickey Finn Live band at day night. 
·~ .,, SATURDAY 
P.M. WfW0-2 WCIA-3 WAN0-7, 17 ESPH-24 USA-26 
6:00 News News NeWs SponsCenl• MalliX 
6:30 Hoosier M.iA. M'A'S"H Oes1gMg Women SlanleyCup 
7:00 Almost Home Or. Quinn, Movie: Movie Emest Movie:One AiUI Ctt IJlits 
7:30 Nurses Medicine Woman Moving Goes to Camp Touch of Venus 
8:00 Empty Nest League/Own Movie 
8:30 MadAboulY~ 8looldyn Khartoum 
9:00 Sisters W~er. Commish Silk StalQngs News 
9:30 T axas Ranger Basl<8lball Skills 
10:00 News News News Baseball Tonight Miss Hawaiian Oesiplg Wmal 
10:30 Sat N"iglll llve Current Designing Women SportsCenter Trope Red Dwarf 
11:00 Movie Affair Extra 
11:30 
SUNDAY 
P.M. WfW0-2 CIA·3 WAN , 17 ESPN-24 USA·26 WGN-291 9 WILL-12, 12 
6:00 Rossf'9!ol 60M1~es Funlll8SI Videos Baseball MacGyvei Movie: 9to5 GhOst Wntei 
6;30 What I lappened? OitlUliUUIO Tonight 
7:00 I Witness Murder. Day One Baseball: Movie: Street JustJCe NalUre 
7:30 Video She Wrote Red Sox at Sweet Poison 
8:00 Movie: MOYie. Call Movie: AngelS Gl!t of Love Masterpiece 
8:30 BomTooSoon of Ille Wild Tig!l.trooe Theale! 
9:00 CourcelSllile News Al Creatures 
9 :30 Replay Great and Small 
10:00 News News News SportsCenter Silk Slall<ings Phil Jackson Smith & Jones 
10:30 Batwatc:ti Entmt Tonight Firefighters Replay Mysreryl 
11:00 Married Ent Tonig!lt 
11:30 Nigh!Cou!I 
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First CD lays off the 
guilt for listeners 
By RICH BIRD scene and in other parts of the 
country. 
These days it's hard to find Now the CD brings it to you. 
music that isn't trying to The feeling is carefree with 
impress upon listeners that what might be called a main-
there are problems in the stream alternative sound - in 
world. Even harder to find are actuality they have successfully 
musicians who haven't resorted returned to the roots of rock 'n' 
to playing along with the social- roll. 
ly aware/politically correct Musically, Hello Dave blends 
game of "Name That Tune" in acoustic and electric guitars 
the spirit of public relations. with the vocal talent of Mike 
Tom Petty is asking for Himebaugh who completes the 
"Peace in L.A.," R.E.M. 's package with a feeling that 
Michael Stipe has become a Jimmy Buffet, the BoDeans 
one-man special interest group, and Buddy Holly got together 
Elton John is heading an AIDS to sing in a bar for a party of 
awareness campaign through good friends. 
his work and artists from Don While many aspiring bar 
Henley to Metallica have been bands attempt to record with 
heard crooning -----..---. little success in 
the fate of our the transition. 
dying planet. Hello Dave 
From recy- brought much of 
cling to the the energy and 
abortion debate. excitement from 
there is nothing their live shows 
that the pop into the Chicago 
giants won't use Trax Studio; and 
to make them- in a matter of 
selves socially only six days. 
vogue while Their recent 
making the fans II March 27 show 
feel guilty. at The Playhouse 
Hello Dave in Park Forest 
won't make may not have 
anyone feel guilty. been a stellar perfonnance 
Their recently released disc when compared to the U2's 
from High Sierra Records is a and Guns 'n ' Roses of the 
self-titled collection of their world, but then again, it didn't 
original works that can only be have to be. They were there to 
called refreshing. This group of have fun. 
Eastern grads made a name for And even though Hello 
themselves in local establish- Dave cannot boast a fire and 
ments the likes of Marty's brimstone light show, blinding 
under the names Good Ques- guitar wizardry, or even a song 
tion and Hello David. But with written to save the the armen-
newly acquired sponsor Wash- ian mongoose. their talent lies 
bum Guitars. Hello Dave has in their simplicity. They're just 
been making the rounds with that good. 
its mix of originals and covers 
in the Chicagoland area bar 
Calendar ... 
At'Tarb\e: 
Recent Paintings by 
William Conger, through 
May 5. 1993 Graduate 
Art Exhibition, through 
April 25. 
UFE-38 
Movie:The 
Mosquito Coast 
Blake's 7 
UFE·38 
Journal Update Parker lewiS 
Mecione Shaky Ground 
NE Jml. Med1C1ne lnLivlng Colof 
Hennan·s Head 
cardiology Married-
Internal Meddne He11na1f s Head 
~Update ~Bind 
Famdy PradJce Edge 
Comm. Progs NewWKRP 
,a.rsenio Hall 
"Developing Cr 
tural Sensitivity" 1 
ence will be presented 
10:55 a.m. to 12:30 p. 
Friday in the 
Charleston/Mattoon 
Room. 
SC-33 WEIU-9 
Mac& MuUey Ascef1I of 
lncrad. Alwnals llall 
Challenge Lonesome 
Pine Specials 
Frontiers F~mClassic 
of I Oolille Feature 
.klslice Flies 
Challenge 
Sll8llock Holmes 
WEIU-9 
Nature of Things One on One McMe· 
Mcl.aJgtlrl ~ Runaway 
Blood AdVentures of 
Robin Hood 
Legends Jacq.Jes 
Movie·The 
Alotnic Cafe WO!ld of Audobon 
Old Boy Networil Ne!WOll< Ea111i 
Blood in the Drama Classics Comm. Prog 
Face Roy Rogers Show 
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Dally Eastern News Friday, April 23, 1993 7A 
Survivors describe final hours 6 Pool Tables, 5 Dart Boards, 
Basket Balls, 7 TVs, WACO, Texas (AP) - As the walls came tumbling down and 
tear gas filled the air, cult leader 
David Koresh sprang imo action. 
He left his fancy third-floor 
bedroom with all the amenities 
and began looking around the 
more spartanly decorated house, 
making sure v.omen and children 
\\Crc secure and checking that 
everyone had their gas masks on 
properly. 
Within hours, the cult com-
pound became an inferno. Only 
nine Branch Davidians escaped 
the pyre to tell how the 51-day 
standoff ended. 
This is their story, gleaned from 
law)ers who spoke with six of 
them now jailed on charges that 
include conspiracy and murder. 
Schneider was frustrated. The 
radio was his only contact with 
the outside world since he ripped 
out the compound's only phone 
hne that morning in a tantrum 
after federal officials delivered an 
ultimatum. 
FBI agents weary of waiting for 
Korcsh, Schneider and the other 
93 Branch Davidians ca lled 
before dawn Monday saying this 
was the cult's last chance: come 
out or prepare to get forced out. 
They kept their word. By dawn, 
YOUR MOM WILL 
LIKE nns APT.--
vou WILL TOO! 
345 - 4489 
Jim Wood 
~21. 
WOOD REAL ESTATE 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED AND 
Fri: Perfunctory 
Sat: Arson Garden/ 
Rain Sister 
ADVERTISE 
IN THE 
FINALS EDITION 
tanks were battering the Mount 
Cannel compound, punching for 
hours at its walls again and again 
to break them open for the gas to 
come. 
The Davidians, meanwhile. 
kept to their daily routines. 
Strapped into gas masks. the 
women tended to laundry. Others 
read their Bibles in their rooms. 
The 17 children. all under 10 
years old. remained on the second 
floor, by their mothers· sides. 
Still. it was hard to ignore what 
was happening around them. 
Each punch from a tank vio-
lently rattled the poorly construct-
ed building. Cult members dodged 
falling sheet rock and doors. 
Nozzles on the tanks and hun-
dreds of gas canisters hurled in 
from the annored vehicles were 
filling the air with noxious fumes. 
The gas began filling the air, 
swirling from room to room and 
floor to floor, driven by heavy 
gusts of wind through the win-
dows and holes the tanks made. 
The currents created deceptive-
ly safe air pockets. 
Thinking be was in a safe spot, 
one man slipped off his gas mask 
to drink a gla<>s of water. In sec-
onds his d ry throat burned. h is 
eyes watered and his skin crawled. 
Staying where they were. scat-
tered throughout the house they 
made no effort to gather. But the} 
seemed to be thinking in concert: 
the government's action was infu-
riating them all and only strength-
ened their resolve. 
They would never come out 
now. 
Then the FBI sent in its biggest 
weapon - a massive armored vehi-
cle larger than the others and 
headed for a chamber lined with 
cinder blocks where authorities 
hoped to find Koresh and 
Schneider and fire tear gas direct-
ly at them. 
When the tank rumbled in, it 
produced such trembling it felt 
like an earthquake. 
Here their story diverges from 
the government's version. 
The FBI says cult members set 
the fire in three places a nd fuel 
sprinkled throughtout the com-
pound let the fl ames quickly 
spread. 
But each of the six surviving 
cull members. in separate discus-
sions with lawyers, consistently 
gave versions at odds w ith the 
FBI's account. 
T hey say the tank LOok ou t a 
barrel of propane, flattening the 
container and spilling its contents. 
FRIDAY: 
75¢ Drafts 
$4.00 Vodka Lemonade Pitchers 
Here's A Bonanza of Quotes 
(to catch up for the week): 
Tuesday 
"I wanted a beer and all she did was sit 
there on the back of the bar" 
Wednesday ~ / 
"IKE'S - The only bar where you can get a 
pool stick splinter from the floor," 
Thursday ~ 
"The only thing good about IKE'S is the ivy 
along the brick walls. Kind of reminds me of 
beautiful Wrigley Field." ~ / 
Frid 
c:;:'/.(4,./ 
ay 
"Hey, Lane! When did you.find time to 
memorize every line from every rap song 
on that jukebox?" 
2 Wide Screen 1V's 
Karaoke Night on Sun and Wed. B pm - 1 am 
Tues., Thur., Fri. and Sat. Nights Live Bands 
Open Noon on Sunday 
Drink Specials Every Sunday 
Sunday Drink Specials: 
m $1°0 Natural Light Cans ~ VISA 
Broadway Joe's 
(217) 235-4733 
Total Transportation 
Center 
• Most Major Credit 
Cards Accepted 
•Low Rates 
Include Proper 
Insurance 
• Rent By The Day 
or Week 
Festiva 
• $19 per day with 100 free miles 
$119 per week with 1000 free miles 
Rent-A-Car 
Open 
8 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Mon.-Sat. 
345-3673 
18 th & Lincoln 
Mooney Motors 
___ Of Charleston, _______ _ 
The Warblers 
are Here! 
Bring your I .D. to 
Buzzard Building and 
pick up 
your 1993 yearbook. 
Monday - Friday 9 to 4 
Free to Full-Time Students 
Small Fee for Part-Time Students 
8FR.I DAY APRIL 23, 1~3 
The Dally Eastern News 
cannot be responsible for 
more than one day's Incor-
rect Insertion. Report errors 
Immediately at 581-2812. A 
corrected ad wlll appear In 
the next edition. 
All classllled advertising 
MUST meet the 2 p .m. 
dudllne to appear In the 
next day's publlcatlon. Any 
ads processed AfTU 2 p.m. 
will be published In the fol-
lowl ng day s newspaper. 
Ads cannot be canceled 
AJTlll the 2 p.m. deadllne. 
Classified ads must be 
paid In advance. Only 
accounts with established 
credit may be billed. 
All Advertising submitted 
, to The Dd//y Ea.stem News Is 
subJect to approval and may 
be revised. rejected, or can-
celed at any time. 
The Dally Eastern News 
assumes no llabillty if for any 
reason It becomes necessary 
to omit an advertisement. 
DIRECTORY 
SE.aVICES 0rnam 
TRAVU 
TRAININ<i/ Sotool..s 
llll.r WANTlD 
WA.N1tD 
AoomON 
ltlD£S/RIDf.llS 
ROOMMATES 
SullUSSOllS 
Foa ll£NT 
foRSAU 
LOST &.. fouNO 
ANNouNaMvm 
FREE Battery and electrical test. 
FREE installation Battery 
Specialists. 1519 Madison Ave. 
Char1eston 345-VOLT 
_ ______ ca MWF/00 
TYPING SERVICE, ALSO 
OFFER COMPUTER COURSES: 
WORDPERFECT 5.1, WIN-
DOWS 3.1, WRITERIGHT. JUST 
CALL: 581-2829 
_ _caMWFS/7 
TYPING NEEDS-CALL ME 
Eves., Wknds. Fast-Accurate-
Neat LOIS FRANKLIN, 348-0286 
__________ 4/23 
Need a paper typed? Call Caria 
at 3068 or Garold 2704. Charge 
is $1 per page. 
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING -
Eam $2,000+/month + wor1d trav· 
el (Hawaii, Mexico, the 
Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, Summer 
and Career employment avail-
able. No experience necessary. 
For employment program call 1-
206-634-0468 ext. C5738. 
_ ___ 4130 
Babysitter for 2 girts, ages 1 1 /2 
and 3. Thursdays from 12 to ? 
Call Kathy. 348·5076 
_________ 4123 
Summer Swim Team coach, WSI 
preferred. Apply at the Char1eston 
Rec. Dept., 520 Jackson St., 345-
6897. EOE 
_________ 4126 
Part·time farm help wanted. Call 
348-0037 
_________ 4126 
Lead our management teaml 
Sycamore Stores, Inc., a 
woman's fashion store is seek-
ing qualified lndlviduals for an 
immediate opening as a Store 
Manager. Responsibilities 
Include operation and supervi-
sion of the store as well as hir-
ing end training the sales staff 
Successful applicants will have 
previous retail experience and a 
positive, enthusiastic attitude. 
Applications will be accepted 
Thurs., April 22 thru Mon., April 
26 at Sycamore, located in the 
Wal-Mart Plaza. 
o!~; Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: ________________ __ 
Address: ______________ _ 
Phone: ______ Students 0 Yes 0 No 
Dates to run--------------
Ad to read: 
U nder Classification of: ____ ______ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) _______ _ 
Person accepting ad ___ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ___ _ 
Payment: 
O Cash 0 Check 0 Credit 
Check number ___ __ 
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word flrst 
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. 
Student ads must be paid in advance. 
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous 
or in bad taste. 
FRIDAY 
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted 
for private Michigan boys/glris 
summer camps. Teach: swim-
ming, canoeing, salllng, tennis, 
golf, sports, computers, camping, 
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also 
kitchen, office, maintenance. 
Salary $1100 or more plus R&B. 
Dayna Glasson, 1765 Maple, 
Nlld., IL 60093. 708-446-2444. 
4 summer sublessors needed, 
central air, furnished, off-street 
parking, 1 blk from campus. Low 
rent. Call 581-2483 or 581-2283 
---- _ _ ___ 4123 
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEED-
ED: LARGE 2 BEDROOM 
HOUSE-APARTMENT. FUR-
NISHED, ABOUT 1 BLK FROM 
CAMPUS. CALL 345-3227 
__ ca4112-16,19,21,23,26-27 4/30 
.--------------. 2 sublessors needed for lnterses-AOOPllON I slon/Summer. $155/mo. each. ~= ...... --..;.. ..... .....__ ...... -... .... •.., Water and trash Included. 1 bed· 
WE LOVE BEING PARENTS: we 
have one happy child and very 
much want another. We can give 
your baby a warm, loving home 
and every opportunity. Let's 
talk-we can help you, too. Call 
collect: Ar1ynn & Ron, (217) 367-
4769 
ca 4123.30. 515,7 
, , 
room and furnished. Call 345-3407. 
_ ___ 4127 
CHEAP! 2-4 summer sublessors 
needed for nice furnished house 
with porch and NC. Call 345· 
2452. 
____ _____ 4123 
LARGE 1 bedroom for Summer. 1 
or 2 people. Close to campus. 
Call 348-1534 leave message. 
_________ 4129 
1 female sublessor needed for 
summer at Royal Heights. Call 
Liz at 348-1675. 
4127 
Nice, close to campus, furnished 
houses for 93-94 school year. 
Two people per bedroom, 10 112 
mo. lease, $175/mo., 345-3148. 
Evenings. 
__________ 517 
Now leasing for fall: two-bedroom 
furnished apartments. McArthur 
Manor Apartments 913-917 
Fourth St. 345-2231 
-- __ 517 
93-94 school year: 2 bedroom 
townhouses. Furnished. 9 or 12 
month lease. 161 o and 1640 
University Drive, by Walmart. Call 
1-235-0424 
24 W. Buchanan . Aldo Roma 
Apts. 1 bedroom apartments for 1 
or 2 persons. Utilities included. 11 
112 mos. lease. $325for1 person 
or $185 each for 2 persons. Cal 
Jan or Charlotte 345-2113. Eade 
Realty 
517 o--LD_E ___ T __ O __ W_N=E_M_A_N_A_G __ E __ M ...... ENT 
HAS APARTMENTS AVAILABLE 
FOR LEASING 93-94. CALL 345-
0LDE. 
517 
_Ll_N_c-=o_L_N_W_o.,...o-=-=-D--=P-1 N-E=T=REE 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS. 
PATIOS. BALCONIES. AIR. NINE 
MONTH LEASE, FROM $160 
PER PERSON APPOINTMENT. 
345-0000 
--------_,-~517 Four bedroom apt. $600 per 
month plus low utilities. Five 
blocks from campus. Washer and 
dryer. 234-4831. 
Roommate Needed for 3 bed-
room Apt, Fall & Spring Free 
parking and water. 345-3947 
4127 S_U_ M_ M __ E__ R_R_O_O_M_M_A __ T .... E- N- EED- MINI-STORAGE@ 
ED: Own room, furnished, on 
Jackson near Division, 
$100/month +utilities Call Jas at 
2502. 
RENTAL SPACES 
4/30 
2 sublessor needed. $300 each 
for whole summer. Very close to 
campus. Call 345-1423. 
___ ca 4/23,26,28 
Summer sublessors needed. 2 
person, 2 spacious bedroom apt 
Air, furnished, close to campus. 
Rent neg. Call 348-6090 
_______ 4123 
Summer sublessors needed: 2 
bedroom, furnished, NC, near 
campus, negotiable rent-Inexpen-
sive. 348-7617 
_ 4123 
2-bed apt. or 2-bed townhouse. 
Great locationstll Rent nego-
tiable. Call Laura or Jason at 345-
3203 
ACROSS 32 Singer Lane 
t Former Iranian • Attestation 
ruler • Cuttlefish ink 
s What novices • Strawberry's 
don't know m ilieu 
to Town In Abruzz.i 4t Baum's - -
t4 Bee flat City 
ts Reporter's 
u Counselor--
assignment 44 City north of Mt. 
t•Cross 
Carmel 
n Song for Battle 4e Fast fliers 47 Controlled 
ti This may be u Oneofthe blank Aleutians 
ti Correct It Select and take p rocedure? a Hero lived here 
20 Larkspur MTiff 
22 --breve •t Ornamental 
t i Wipes out flower 
24 Infernal figure a Wise men 
H Adriatic island M " ... thehomage 
n Regal month? of-- ": Byron 
• Clean, Secure Rooms 
• U Lock It, U Keep The Key 
• Household Furniture, Cars 
• Outdoor Space In Mattoon 
Also Microwave Rentals 
CARLYLE RENTALS 
West Route 16, Charleston 
2601 Charleston Ave., Mattoon 
IS Demolish 
M King Harald's 
predecessor 
n Oneofthe 
Visayans 
II Pitcher 
Hershiser 
11 0uayle's 
successor 
70Angst 
7t Vassar 
purchase 
DOWN 
1 Nabokov's poet 
John--
2 Personnel chief 
3 St. Teresa of 
•Mucho 
• Emendation 
• Microwave --
., Variety of 
olivine 
I Supervene 
• Genealogical 
scroll 
• 
31 Bits fil$!Jlll 10 Orchestrators 
•••• ~~~Etiiil O i N I 3 ~ t1 •_ .. --and 
u Jewish month 
33 Take the bait 
:M Island o f 
41 Duck or Trump 
IO John --, first 
Duke of 
Roxburgh v 1 l. v · trouble"; Shak . 
" v 1 a ti Muslim weight 
i a a y u Theorem or 
noumenon 
~;;+;fl!'~~~~-=+~ 
tt Hellish goddess 
The Wash 
dancers 
3S Spreading 
abroad 
nwrangle 
40 Was beholden 
to 
a Word w ith mile 
or music 
48 Chrysoberyl, 
e.g. 
u Esthete Watter 
M J.-
Thurmond of 
s.c. 
348-7746 
H Papal crown 
M European 
blackbird 
11 Small food fish 
M LA air problem 
M Stick:Sp. 
eo Kanten 
a Ch eerio's 
cousin 
P.M. WTW0-2 WCIA-3 WAN0-7 17 ESPN-24 USA·26 WGN-9 29 WILL-12 12 LIFE-38 Fox.a 55 DISC-33 WEJU-9 
6:00 News News News Sponseenl81 Quantum leap Deslgring Women MacNeil, Lehrer Unsolved Night Court Rommel GhostWrrter 
6 :30 Inside Edition Entmt. Tonight Mamed ••• Baseball Baseball: White Mysteries Cl..s WWI Fightels 
7 :00 Sectel Service Golden Place Family MallelS MIKder,She Sox al Eb Jays Waslwlglon Week LA.law Amenca's Wildile ~Hoose Baseball: 
7 :30 Dldey StepByStep Wrote Wal Stnlet Week MostWarnd Profiles ol Nature Bravesal 
8 :00 Mo>i18: Perry Ultimate DrMng GeltingBy Movie: Loolcing E<kJc:alion Mo>i18: The Sightings Wortd of Valor Bonanza Cardinals 
8 :30 Mason: ... Btlde Challenge Where I Uve for Mr. Goocller Revolution Good FIQht Skybound 
9:00 Boclesol 2W20 Coofronling Slat Trek Sllal1e News 
9 :30 Evideoce News VIOlarce EIU Comedion 
10:00 News News News Being Served? Thlrtysome4tMng Cl..s Wild1rfe SneakPr8YlftS 
10:30 T~ M'A'S'H Love Conn8CllOn Uptown Comedy Movie S1uds Profiles of Nature Film Classlcs 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN-
HOUSE GREAT FOR 3.4 PEO-
PlE 9 MONTH LEASE. FUR-
NISHED, BASIC CABLE PAID, 
DISHWASHER. AND GARBAGE 
DISPOSAL. CALL YOUNGS-
'IOWN 345-2363 
---~-~--~5f7 1Wo bedroom, 1 112 baths fur-
*-! ap8l1menlS available for faD 
itw laundty facirity. stove, refrigera-
•dishwasher, all included near 
-.ll'llDlllS, 1017 Woodlawn. Phone 
7748 
~,,...,...--~-,,.-~--·513 
orage available as low as 
m1111rnonth Carlyle Rentals. 348-
-~=-==-::---:-~-=-=-~~·sn 1CIOFT FROM BUZZARD: HOUSE 
fOA 3-4 PERSONS, 10 MTH. 
I.EASE. 345-2265. 
______ caMWF 5f7 
4 or 5 person House! Couple 
from C8fl'l>US, 93-94 school 
Call B&K Rental, 345-6621 . 
message. if no answer 348-
5f7 ~R_,R=:-,E::--:N-.,.T.,_:-N-1c=E-::T=-w,.,.o-=--=BO"""'.ED-
M APARTMENTS, LAUN-
. GARAGE AVAILABLE 
ST. NO PETS. 345-7286 (M-
(SAn 9· 12 
-~e::,.-....,......,...,....-,---...,...,.4!30· 
apes, furnished, central AIC. 2 
from campus. 345-9636 
5:30p m. 
____ .5{7 
mer only 2 bedroom 
rtments 2 People $125 a 
each Phone 348-n46. 
~,.-~=-~=-:---::--4123 
x: 2 BR, A/C, Appl's .• off-
parking No pets. Close to 
. Lease, Dep. 348-6014 
4123 ~:-:=--=FOR=..,.M""'E"'N:-. au-=--=iet-, senous- . 
only. 1 block from cam-
110/rno summer; $165/mo. 
(9-rnonth lease). Most 
Included. Call 345-7266 
5p.m 
Available fall . large one bedroom 
apartment for two people. Lease, 
reasonable, quiet area. 345-7387, 
6-8 p.m. orly 
4123 
Summer/FalUSpnng: 3 or 4 bed-
room house. 953 DMsloo, 761 81h 
Street. Furnished 345-5728 
________ _ 4123 
5 bedroom house, 715 9th Street. 
furnished, WID, CI A, $130.00 
EACH for 5 persons. 345-5728 
_________ 4123 
For Rent 9th and Garfield: 1-2 bed-
room apt. Non-smokers and non-
drinkers preferred. 4 people, air 
condition. Economical. Lincoln 
Street: 1-2 bedroom two people. 
Air conditioned. water furnished. 
348-0157 or 345-5148, Ron 
Lanman 
4123 
TV-Quasar 25" console-$175. 
Stereo: receiver, turntable, speak-
ers-$75. 1981 Chevrolet Malibu 
station wagon $750. Trade for? 
345-4426 
_________ sn 
Man's s1lverlgold wedding ring-
$150. Man's silver Bulova Accutron 
watch $225. Woman's full length 
furcoat-S100. Trade for? 345-4426 
----- __ 5f7 
FOR SALE 1985 BLUE ESCORT, 
Many Miles. New Exhaust. $400.00 
080 345-5905 
_________ 4~4 
1991 Rally Sport Camero, T-tops. 
Fully Loaded , Sport Wheels, 
36.000 miles. Serious inquires only. 
Kristi 348-8235 
_________ 4!30 
Sony stereo, receiver, 5 d1s:k CD 
changer, dual cassette, tum table 
Wooden Cabinet and speakers 
New, $1100 Sell for $350 or trade 
for good quaity portable CD player. 
John 345-28n 
_________ 4123 
SOFTWARE. Lotus $99.00, AMI 
Pro $79.99, FREE Lance graphics, 
$99.00, C++ $149.00. More 
Available. 359-3520 
4123 
1990 Ply. Sundance. 2 door, 
36,000 miles. Good condition. 
$6,100. Call Kolin 345-3915, leave 
message 
_________ .5f7 
Roll top desk. real wood and real 
big. John, 345-28n 
LOST: 35MM CAMERA, WED. 
NIGHT AFTER AIRBANDS IN 
THE PARKING LOT OF MIDAS. 
CAU 581-6758 IF FOUND. 
~-~~~~---4127 
FOUND: Blue winter coat at 
W~ Foundation. Car keys and 
dorm key are in the pocket. Claim 
at Student Publications Business 
otfice. 127 Buzzard 
VoR ~'(AM~E.. '(OIJ ~\'\OW 
1-\oW MIL~ CCM~ 0-.JI 
'<OOR ~<>SE W '(()J lk\JG\\ 
'f'l"\Lt. ORl~K\~G-? 
FOUND: Small, groomed, dirty 
blonde dog with black harness by 
STIX. Well-trained and very friend-
ly. Call 348-5114 
__ 4123 
Lost: Red change purse with crest 
on front If found. please call N:b-'f 
at581·2095. 
I ANNouNcl.MlN15 I 
WHY DID THE CHICKEN CROSS 
THE ROAD? TO GET TO JOEY'S. 
BUT HE NEED NOTI WE DELIV-
ER. PHONE 345-2466 
---~---~-4124 
·security Deposits• Don't lose 
yours because oC home damages-
for all types of repairs-at a great 
pnce. Call Enc at 345-1230 any-
time, Ive. message 
-~~~~~~~~4123 
WANTED: Graduation tickets-will 
pay cash-Please caff 581-5750 
-~~~~~~~~4123 
DON'T MISS!! Annual Sale at Just 
Spence's, 1148 6th Street, this 
Thursday and Friday, 1 p.m. - 6 
p.m. 20-60% off everything. 
--~------4123 
Great Dally Special at Subway! 
Any 6" sol>. dnnk, chips, $3.491 
~---4126 
Greek Week Unity Day Party 
Saturday from 4 p.m. to 6 p m at 
the C8fll>US pond "Hello David' will 
be performsng live, as well as free 
pizza and pop will be g iven by 
Dominos Pizza OPEN TO THE 
ENTIRE CAMPUS. 
~-=-::-=-~~~---4123 
VITO DIDO· I can't wait to spend 
this weekend with you at formal. 
even 1f you are a Dulus• I Love 
You1 Maggie 
_________ 4123 
DELTA ZETA TUGS ARE AWE-
SOME•! LITS GO DEE ZEE• 
_________ 4123 
Greek Week Unity Day Party 
Saturday from 4 p.m - 6 p.m. at the 
C8fll>US pond "Hello David" wiD be 
performing live, as well as free 
pizza and pop will be given by 
Dominos Pizza. OPEN TO THE 
ENTIRE CAMPUS. 
___ 4123 
Sigma Kappa: Way to keep up the 
spirit!! Thanks for all your hard worl< 
and dedication throughout Greek 
Week '93 Love. Shena and Spry 
~--------4123 
DEE ZEE: Let's go out and do it 
tonight and tomorrow! We are 
doing a great job! Let's keep it up! 
_________ 4123 
AST PYRAMIDS: Show the tugs 
club what you're all aboutl Good 
luck guys! Love, Kristine 
----~--~~~4123 
SARA CROWE: Hang In there. 
The semester Is almost overl 
Thlnklng of you, Mom & Dad 
--~~~---~4123 
DELTA ZETA AIRBANDI You did 
awesome! Congratulations on first 
place! Your siSters are so happy for 
you' 
GREEK WEEK AWARDS 
Presentation Saturday at 3:30 p.m. 
at the Campus Pond 
~--------4123 Sig Kap Pyramids: Lers show 'em 
what we've got. Sig Kap #1! 
4123 
~C-H~O~C~O-L~AT~E,,--R~A-S~P~B~E=RRY 
LIQUOR TASTING AT EASTSIDE 
PACKAGE· LOWENBRAU 6 NR 
$2.49. KEYSTONE LIGHT, DRY 12 
PK $3.99. OLD STYLE 12 PK 
$4.99. JOSE CUERVO MARGARI-
TAS 4 PK ALL FLAVORS $5.79. 
COORS, COORS LT PARTY 
BALLS $15.99. CURBSIDE KEG 
SERVICE AT EASTSIDE PACK-
AGE. RT 130 AT JACKSON AVE. 
345-5722. 
~~-------4123 
STEVE LARSEN . Good luck in 
your race tomorrow. Let's see a 
thrae-peatl1 Love, Karen 
.~~~--::-:-----4123 
LYNN ANDERSON: Happy 20th! 
Congrats on Zoo Club Pres! HAVE 
FUN! Love, Shelly and Sheri 
~~~-~---~4123 
HEY SIG KAPS: See you all out at 
the pond for obstacles, Saturday 
10:30a.m. 
~~-------4123 
Greek Games Saturday from 9 
a.m. - 3 :30 p m. at the campus 
pond. 9 a.m., Men's triathlon; 10:30 
a.m , Women's obstacles: 11 .30 
a.m ., Men's obs1acles; 2 p .m . 
Women s Tugs Anals, 2:30 p.m .. 
Little Mens Tugs Rnals; 3 p.m., Big 
Men's Tug Fmals 
_ 4123 
The ladies of Delta Zeta would fike 
to congratulate Sigma Sigma 
Sigma and Pt Kappa Alpha on 
placing second place at Greek 
Sing 
-~~~~~--~4123 
DEE ZEES: YOU'VE GONE 
ABOVE AND BEYOND WHAT 
IVE EVER EXPECTED! SPECIAL 
THANX TO. CHRISSY JURKE, 
SHARI LYMAN. WENDY THOMP-
SON, SHERI COMPTON, LYNN 
LOMONACO, DANA WULFF, 
ANNA VAN, JEN RANK, AND 
MAGGIE AND BEAN SULLIVAN 
FOR YOUR NEVER-ENDING 
SUPPORT AND CONTRIBU-
TIONS! THANX FOR MAKING 
GREEK WEEK INCREDIBLE! 
LOVE, MARY 
--~-~----4123 
The ladies oC Delta Zeta would fike 
to congratulate Delta Tau Delta on 
receiving first place In airband. 
--~~~~~~~4123 
MATI YEGGE: Congrats on the 
election! I'm proud of you. Love, 
yoor FAVORITE little brother! 
___________ 4123 
RON WATKINS, Happy Birthdayll 
We11 have to wait an extra day to 
celebrate, but It will be worth It! 
Ami and Brandon 
~~-------~~4123 SEE YOUR CHAPTER COMPETE 
IN GREEK SING/AIRBAND 
/CANOES/TUGS/ETC. 1/2 HOUR 
VIDEOS ONLY $10. ORDER 
NOW-MARK 581-8140. 
by Bill Watterson 
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The Ladies of Alpha Sigma Tau 
would like to congratulate the 1993 
airband winners. 
GrAAk WAAk CAIAhrAtion Live 
band, plua and more, all greeks 
Invited to the Sigma Pi Hut on 
Saturday. 5-? All proceeds benefit 
M.S. 
~---------4123 SIGMA KAPPA congratulates 
DELTA ZETAS and TRI SIGMAS 
on placing 1n a1rbandll 
-~~~-------4123 
DELTA CHI AIRBAND Great Jobi I 
thought you guys did awesome! 
Love, Jeni 
~--------4123 
CHOCOLATE RASPBERRY 
LIQUOR TASTING AT EASTSIDE 
PACKAGE: LOWENBRAU 6 NR 
$2.49. KEYSTONE LIGHT, DRY 12 
PK $3.99. OLD STYLE 12 PK 
$4.99. JOSE CUERVO MARGARI-
TAS 4 PK ALL FLAVORS $5.79. 
COORS, COORS LT PARTY 
BALLS $15.99. CURBSIDE KEG 
SERVICE AT EASTSIDE PACK-
AGE, RT 130 AT JACKSON AVE. 
345-5722. 
-,-------~.,..---4123 
ASTs· Good luck with the games 
today and tomooow Have fun• 
________ _;4123 
Greek Week Men's Tugs Semi-
F1nals today from 5-6 p .m. at the 
~pond. 
_____ 4123 
ROSIE'S RAW BAR FEATURING 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT AND 
DRINK SPECIALS $1 WELL 
DRINKS. $.50 DRAFTS. 
DAY 
APRIL 23, 19;>3 
THE DALY EA5rERN NEWS 
Good L1Jck to the Alpha Phi 4x100 
relay team! You ladies have done a 
great job. Your coaches Dan and 
Chns 
_________ 4123 
Fire up Alpha Phi Pyramids!! WE 
CAN DO m Love. Jennie 
4123 C_O_N_G_ R_A_T_U_L-AT.,,..l_O_N_S_T0"""'.0-THE 
DEE ZEES ON FIRST PLACE IN 
AIRBAND. YOU LOOKED GREAT 
OUT THERE. ALL THE HARD 
WORK FINALLY PAID OFF. LOVE 
DAVE. 
---------~23 
Sig Kap Alrband: You girls are 
beautiful. Love. the Pikes 
~---------------4123 SPAGHETTI DINNER $3.00, 4-8 
SUNDAY. CALL 5992, WE WILL 
DELIVER 
~--------4123 SIG EPS stay focused and get 
psyched for the events on 
Saturday. 
---~~~-----:-~4123 
To the best daughter VICKY 
WALKER of AST; Good luck with 1-
Weel<., from your KOR dad 
______ 4123 
SIG EP relay teams put on your 
running shoes and get psyched for 
the run of your life. 
------~--4123 Greek Week Track Relays begin 
today at 3 p m at O'Brien Stacium 
-----____ 4123 
HEY ALL YOU ASAS: GET 
PSYCHED TO FINALLY FIND 
OUT WHO YOUR DATES ARE 
TOMORROW NIGHT! SEE YA AT 
THE CRUSH DATE DANCE! 
4~ 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a W881l18 Roast and Volleyball 
game Sunday at 12;00 Noon. Come to the Newman Center for food. vol-
leyball & fun! trS FREE• 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER wil celebrate Mass Sunday at 11:00 a.m 
and 4:30 p.m at Coleman Auditolium. 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have a Praise & Worship 
SeMCe Sunday at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian Campus House located 
south of l.Jlwson Han. Come early for donuts & juice. Prayer at 9:30. Call 
345-6990 for rides or Info. ... 
CHAISl1AN CAMPUS PB.LOWSHIP will have Jeff MOO<fy ln concer} April 
23 at 7 p.m. at the Christian CampUs House locat8d 80Ultl of LawSot"l. No 
admission fee, but an offering will be taken. Refreshments to follow. Call 
345-6990 for rides or info. 
E1U ARMY ROTC will have the amual Military BaH on Saturday at 1500 
hrs at the University Balroom. 
EIU COLOR GUARD will have auditions April 25 at 1 :30 p.m. at the 
Southend of Fine Arts builcing. For more inlonnation cal Julie Roberts at 
5246. 
ROTARACT DISTRICT CONFERENCE wll meet 81 Old Main pal1dng lot 
April 25 at 2 p.m. We wl be going to Fox Ridge for Team trails and a pic-
nic. 
ALPHA EPSILON DELTA wiA have a picnic May 1 at Fox Ridge State 
Park for its members. Details are kx:ated In the Zoology office. Must sign 
up by April 29. 
MULll-CULTURAL STUDENT Union will have a meeting Aprll 25 at 8 p.m. 
in Pemberton Hall lounge. 
JR. HIGH MAJORS Club will have a picnic at Fox Ridge State Park April 
25 from 4-7 p.m. Meet in back Buzzard lot at 3:45 for rides. Bring car if pos-
sible! Call Jan at 3296 if there are any questions. 
ptt BETA SIGMA wil have a union party Friday at 10 p.m. in the Union. 
Cal Dwayne Smith for more detais at 581-2739. 
MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOaATION wil have Friday Prayer at 1 p.m. at 
the Afro-Amencan Cultural Center. Dr. M. Butt will give the Khutbah. 
Everyone weloome. 
PRSSA WALK-A-THON WIU. be April 24 at Noon at Morton Park's East 
Pavilion. Free Pizza after. For more info call Chris 348-1020. 
'SELL SHORT SA VE LONG' 
The Daily Eastern News will run your 
" FOR SALE" Classified Ad for 1 day for $1 * 
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00 
'The 1 for $1 Is available to any non-commercial Individual who wishes to 
sell an Items or Items (max. ol 3 Items). All Items must be priced . 
Dates to run -----------
Message: (one word per line) 
Under ClaalllcatiOl'I of: ____ PlflOn eccepllng ad ---
Expiration code (ollice i.a only) ____ Compoeitor ____ _ 
No. wordsldays _______ Amount due:S ____ _ 
mNews 
Montana throws first pass for Chiefs 
KANSAS CITY. Mo. (AP) - Joe Montana 
drew back his right ann and threw his first 
pa'is as a Kansas City Chief - to an ex-49cr. 
quarterback coach .,., ith the 49ers. 1oday." Hackett will shado"' Montana 
throughout next week's minicamp. 
"It's one of the great teaching tools Bill 
Walsh always used," I lacken said. "He gave 
tremendous credence 10 players talking to 
players. players learning from player. That's 
something I believe in. 
Terence Flagler, a fonner San Francisco 
running back signed as a free agent, turned 
out to be Montana's first receiver as a Chief. 
Hackett's main job this spring is installing 
the split-back offense that fom1er 49ers coach 
Bill Walsh designed for Montana. 
"What went through my mind when I final-
ly saw him in our huddle is that it's a great 
new beginning for him personally," Hackett 
said. "This has been a very difficult separa-
tion because of the 14 year:-.." Hackett and 
Montana both will be teaching Chiefs coach-
es and players the 49ers otTen~. '' hich fea-
tures news blocking schemes and pass route:-.. 
"I had no idea who I threw to. Did not 
know," Montana said with a laugh. ··Gelling 
used to a different snap count, a different play 
calling. yeah, it felt different. .. 
Hackett didn't notice who Montana's first 
receiver was, but he careful!) picked out the 
first route. 
"By my calculations, Joe has run that route 
726 times," Hacken said. "I figured that 
would be a very safe pass to call at this time." 
"Joe will really speed that process up 
because he's been in this sys1em so long." 
Hackett admitted Montana's anival had creat-
ed "a little bit of a circus atmosphere ... 
"But that's just for one day." he said. 
After 14 years and four Super Bo\\ I victo-
ries with San Francisco and two weeks of 
hardball negotiations between the Chiefs and 
49ers. Montana finally took the field 
Thursday. 
Hackett was the Chiefs' ace in the hole 
throughout their dealing "'ith the 49crs. \\ho 
made a last-ditch attempt to keep the future 
Hall of Farner by designating him, not Steve 
Young. as their staning quarterback. 
"Joe's being here accelerates what v.c 
began two months ago," Hackett said. 
" Ha\ ing him here to be part of that develop-
ment will put everyone in position 10 learn 
faster and more efficiently. 
"Everybody ha'> a buu. about them. an excite-
ment about them. This is a real happening. It 
is. But there's a lot of v.ork to do. We've still 
got some questions." 
One of the concerns is an offensive line 
which last year yielded 48 sacks. "It really sank in." he said after his workout 
at Arrowhead Stadium. ··tt's final." The 
bigge ... t smile on the field belonged to Paul 
Hackel!, the Chiefs· offensive coonlinator and 
Montana ·s close friend as well as former 
'Tm looking forward to being a pan of 
another great organi1a1ion and continuing the 
success this organization has had in the past," 
Montana said. "My buddy Paul Hacken cor-
nered me a~ soon as I got to 1he stadium 
" It 's one thing when you hear it from a 
coach. h's entirely different v.hcn you hear it 
from a player." 
By using Momana as a teacher, the Chiefs 
will be laking one more lesson from Wabh. 
"We've got an offensive line situa1ion that 
we've got to resolve," Hackett said. "Football 
is not a one-man game, no mailer how good 
you are." 
Zeile leads Cards to 
5-2 win over Rockies 
ST. LOUlS (AP) - Todd Ziele 
broke a 2-2 tie with an RBl single 
to highlight a three-run eighth 
inrung as the St. Louis Cardinals 
beat the C.Olorado Rockies 5-2 on 
Thursday. 
Ray Lankford led otf the eighth 
with a triple off ~·Wayne (0-
2}. Ziele then linea a 3-0 pitch 
from Jeff Parrett for bis f«ond hit 
ofthetlay. 
Tom Pagnozzi added an RBI 
single and Jose Oquendo 
squee7.ed home a nm later in the 
mning. 
Mike Perez. (2-1) struck out 
two of the three batte~ he faced 
in the eighth after the Roclic,s had 
tied it in the seventh off Rheal 
Conmer. Lee Smith worked the 
ninth for his sixth save. 
Mark Whiten hit his fourth 
home run in the :second to put the 
cardinals ahead 1-0. The Rockies 
tied it in tbe f®tth when Alld.re$ 
Galarraga's ground ball scored 
Joe Girardi, wbO had doubled. 
The Cards went up 2· t in the 
bOttom of the inning when Zelle 
doubled .and eventually came 
home on Tracy Woodson's saai· 
fice fly. 
Connier gave up two runs on six 
hits in seven innings and got 
some help from Colorado h:liie-
runners, 
Braves bow to Marlins 4-3 
MIAMI (AP) - Catcher Benito 
Santiago retrieved a bouncing pitch 
and tagged Otis Nixon out at the 
plate as he tried to score the tying 
run with two outs in the ninth, pre-
serving Florida\ 4-3 victory over 
Atlanta on Thursday. 
Trailing by two runs entering the 
ninth, the Braves made it 4-3 on 
Jeff Blauser's sacrifice fly off 
Bryan Harvey. 
After a stolen base and a walk. 
Harvey threw a 1-2 pitch in the dirt 
to Terry Pendleton that got a few 
feet behind Santiago. But the catch-
er quickl> ran down the ball. 
lunged toward the plate and tagged 
out a sliding Nixon with hi-. bare 
hand. 
Jack Armstrong (2-2) got the win 
after holding Atlanta to one 
unearned run in seven innings. 
Harvey picked up his fourth save. 
Orestes Dcstrade hit a two-out, 
two-run homer against Steve Avery 
(1-2) in the opening inning. the first 
home run for the Marlin~· cleanup 
hitter in 55 at-bats this sea-;on. He 
added a 420-foot triple and a single 
for the first three-hit game of his 
career. 
The 30-year-old Destrade hit 154 
homers the past four seasons in 
Japan. His only other major-league 
homer came in 1988 with 
Pittsburgh. 
Annstrong allowed live hits and 
two walks. He struck out five to 
increac;c his sca..'>On total lo 27. tied 
for second in the National League. 
Leading 2-0. Annstrong lost his 
shutout in the sixth. David Justice 
doubled. took third on a passed ball 
by Santiago, and scored when Greg 
Olson's two-oul grounder rolled 
between third baseman Dave 
Magadan 's legs for an error. 
Justice':. fourth homer in the 'f..f!V-
enth against 'I revor Hoffman m34le 
the score 4-2. 
The Marlins knocked out Avery 
in the sixth by scoring two runs on 
Jeff Conine's sacrifice fly and Rich 
Renteria\ RBI single. 
Avery allowed seven hies. three 
walks and four runs in 5 1-3 
innings, and he barely avoided 
funher damage. The Marlins wast-
ed Destrade's lcadoff triple in the 
fourth inning. when Renteria 
missed a three-run homer by two 
feet because his long drive to left 
field hooked just foul. 
After losing the first two games 
of the series, the Marlins avoided 
being swept for the first time. 
O FFICIAL NOTICES Officfal Ndtk:es are paid for by the Office of University RelatiOns. Ouestiol'ls concerning Notices should be dfrected to the originator. 
INTERSESSION 
ADDSIDROPSICANCELLATIONS 
Use a touch·tone telephone to add 
(register) or drop dasses. 
You may ADD an INTERSESSION 
class THROUGH MAY 19. The only 
Intersession classes that may be added 
after May 19 are workshops offered dur· 
Ing Intersession. 
You may DROP an INTERSESSION 
class THROUGH MAY 20, and the class 
will not appear on your permanent record 
AND you will not be billed for the class. 
The only Intersession class that may be 
dropped after May 20 and stiO not appear 
on your record (and not be billed to you) 
Is a workshop that is dropped BEFORE 
IT BEGINS. 
If you wish to CANCEL your INTERS· 
ESSION classes, you must notify the 
Registration Office IN WRITING BY MAY 
20 to have the advance deposit refunded 
and not be billed further. This deadline 
applles If you registered ONLY For 
Intersession classes. 
Michael D. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
REGISTRATION- PAYMENTS, 
UNCLEAR RECORDS 
If you registered for Summer, your 
record must be clear with all University 
offices by FRIDAY, MAY 7; if your record 
is UNCLEAR on that date, your SUM· 
MER CLASSES WILL BE CANCELLED. 
If you registered for Fall, your record 
must be clear with all University offices 
by FRIDAY, AUGUST 13; if your record Is 
UNCLEAR on that date, your FALL 
CLASSES WILL BE CANCELLED. In 
addition, your Fall registration bill must 
be paid by FRIDAY, AUGUST 13; If it has 
not been paid by then. your FALL 
CLASSES WILL BE CANCELLED. 
Michael D. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
PARTICIPATION 
IN COMMENCEMENT 
Spring Commencement ceremonies 
will be at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m .. Saturday. 
May 15, in the Union/Library Quadrangle 
(in case of rain, Lantz Gymnasium). 
Graduates must report to the Aeldhouse 
one hour prior lo their ceremony. 
Rehearsals are at 1 p.m. for morning cer· 
emony and at 3 p.m. for afternoon cere-
mony, Friday, May 14, in Lantz 
Fieldhouse. 
All faculty are urged to participate in 
Commencement. They, too, line up in the 
Fieldhouse at least 40 minutes before a 
ceremony. The Faculty Marshals will lead 
the processionals. Honored in the morn-
ing ceremony will be Mr. Al Moldroski 
from the Art Department in the College of 
Fine Arts. In the afternoon ceremony the 
honored selection is Dr. Joyce Crouse 
from the School of Home Economics In 
the College of Applied Sciences. Also In 
the afternoon ceremony, Dr. Josephine 
Oblinger will be honored with an 
Honorary Doctor of Public Service 
degree. 
Brenda Cuppy 
Commencement Coordinator 
CAP AND GOWN ORDERS 
Deadline for mail order rental of Spring 
Commencement regalia has passed for 
both students and faculty. If students 
missed the deadline and decided to par· 
tlcipate, they may do so by renting from 
the extra regalia on the first day of hand· 
outs and receive their allotment of live 
rain tickets at that time. Graduates who 
do intend to rent late should pick up an 
instructional •Guide" from the wall rack 
at the Union's candy counter. Then, call 
the Commencement Office (581·6892) 
immediately to get a seat assignment, or 
leave a recorded message by stating 
name, college, and phone number. 
Brenda Cuppy 
Commencement Coordinator 
INTERSESSION 
CREDIT/NO CREDIT, AUDITS 
You must request credit/no credit grad· 
ing status for an Intersession class by 
touch·tone telephone no later than MAY 
20. You must first be registered In the 
class. 
You must request audit grading status 
for an Intersession class by completing 
the audit card, having it signed by the 
Instructor of the class, and returning it to 
the Registration Office by MAY 20. You 
must first be registered In the class. 
Michael D. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
SUMMER SCHEDULE 
DISTRIBUTION 
Pick up your official Summer schedule 
according to this schedule by last digit of 
social secunty number: 
MONDAY, MAY 17 (ENTER EAST 
DOOR OF UNION BALLROOM) (If 
attending Intersession) 
0 • 4 beginning at 8.30 a m. 
5 • 9 beginning at 10:00 a.m. 
DOOR CLOSES AT 1 00 P.M. 
MONDAY. JUNE 14 (ENTER EAST 
DOOR OF UNION BALLROOM) 
o · 3 beginning at 8:30 a.m. 
4 • 6 beginning at 10:00 a.m. 
7 • 9 beginning at 11 :30 p.m. 
DOOR CLOSES AT 1:00 p.m. 
You will be billed during the term for 
the balance of Summer tuition and fees. 
Michael D. Taylor, Director 
Registration 
STUDENT TEACHER SEMINAR 
Certain students who have applied to 
teach during the 1993 Fall semester are 
required to attend a seminar on April 30, 
1993, at 4:00 in Buzzard Auditorium. 
Students who must attend are those in 
early childhood, primary. Intermediate, 
junior high, and special education who 
have applied to teach in either the 
Charleston. Flora, Mt . Zion. or 
Vandalia/Belleville area. 
William Fischer 
Student Teacher Coordinator 
NATIONAL GUARD 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Applications for the National Guard 
Scholarship for 93-94 school year are 
now available in the Financial Aid Office, 
Scholarship Section. This is a program 
educational benefits for current enlisted 
members who have served at least one 
year in the Illinois National Guard or 
Naval Militia. Benefits include payment of 
tuition and activity fee for 8 semesters of 
credit for full or part-time undergraduate 
or graduate study. Financial need is not a 
requirement for eligibility. 
Beverty Miller 
Financial Aid Adviser 
COLEs-MOULTRIE ELECTRIC 
COOPERATIVE SCHOLARSHIP 
Coles-Moultrie Electric Cooperative will 
be awarding four $500 scholarships. 
Priority will be given to one applicant 
specializing in Electrical Technology. All 
applicants must be either a Coles-
Moultne Electnc Cooperative member or 
under 21 year of aid and a legal depen· 
dent of a Coles-Moultrie Electric 
Cooperative member. 
Applications may be picked up In the 
Financial Aid Office, E-Wmg. Student 
Services Building. The deadline for appli- fee for Summer 8-Week and/or 5-Week 
cations 1s Friday, May 28, 1993. Term, register (call in your classes on 
Touch-Tone) for 8· and 5-week dasall 
Mary Jo DeRousse no later than TUESDAY, JUNE 8. Thil 
Financial Aid Adviser deadline to students who are not a~ 
Ing Intersession. 
AVOID SUMMER LATE 
REGISTRATION FEE Michael D. Taylor, Director 
To avoid being charged the $25 late Registration 
ifi~c tlf 11 
It Hou" 9 a.m. -11 p.m. ! Delivery Weekdays 11 a.m. • 2 p.mJ4 p.m. • 11 p.m. 
i 
Weekends: Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 11 a.m. - 2 a.m. 
All the stuff you can eat at Joey's Place Jft 
~~ca~~b~.~~~.~-~~-~~99 ~~o~~-~.~~.~-i-~~~~ . ! 
i Double Dog .................... 2.39 Hamburger ........... 1.79 Cheese Oog ................... 2.09 Cheeseburger ...... 1.99 Chili Dog ........................ 2.09 Double Burger ...... 2.79 Cheese & Chili Dog ....... 2.39 Chicken Breast... .. 2.49 Com Dog ....................... 1.29 J'fr All Dogs include Fries 
T '! Nine Inch Sandwiches 
f 
Italian Beef .................... 3.09 
Italian Sausage ............. 2.49 
Combo Beef & Sausage ... 3.59 
Meatball .•.•.•................ 2.69 
Polish Sausage ........... 2.89 
Side Orders 
Fries ........ _ .............. 85¢ 
Cheese Fries ........ 1.25 
Mozzarella Sticks ... 2.75 
Onion Rings ........ 1.49 
Brownies .............. 79C 
f Philly Cheese Steak .... 3.59 • Peppers-Cheese-Red Sauce 20 oz. Orin~~.~~~.... .. .. .79¢ 8 oz. Coffee ............... 60c Iced Tea·Coke·Diet Coke-Sprite Cinnamon Rolls ... 1.09 
University Village, Charleston, iJ'f J'ft i f WE DELIVER 345-2466 -~ . ~ 
Defense, pitching keys 
for weekend success 
By JEFF GLADE 
Aaeociate sports editor 
After a week of washouts, the 
Eastern softball team will try get 
back into action with home double-
headers against Mid-Continent 
Conference foes lllinois-Chicago 
... Valparaiso. 
Friday's game with UIC should 
prove a handful for Ea.stem, as the 
Flames come in with the third high-
est team batting average (.335) in 
NCAA Division I and rank ninth in 
nms scored with 5.56 per game. 
Slill. Panthers· coach Beth Perine 
feels her team has a strong shot to 
extinguish UIC's offensive flame. 
"They are definately an offensive 
team," said Perine. "The key to 
beating them is in the pitching staff 
and the infield defense. The pitch-
ers have to keep the ball down and 
force them to hir it on the ground 
and the defense will have to play 
error free. That's our type of game 
though. 
"If we can do that, I know we 
can put the runs across to beat 
them. We're hungry right now and 
we want to win." 
Besides the powerful offense, the 
Flames hold another advantage 
over the Panthers in that they have 
played 15 more games already this 
season. 
"Their experience should offer 
them an advanrage," noted Perine. 
'They have played about 15 more 
games and from those they have 
learned a lot more about them-
selves and what it takes for them to 
win games. We have to just try to 
take them out of their game, make 
them hit the ball on the ground and 
not make any mistakes." 
Saturday's contest with 
Valparaiso offers much more of an 
unknown for Eastern. as Perine and 
the Panthers know little about the 
Lady Crusaders. Still, Perine knows 
it is important for her team to pick 
up some important Mid-Con wins. 
"We just have to take it one 
game at a time, one pitch at a time. 
and get ourselves back on the win-
ning track, regardless if it's UIC, 
Valparaiso or whoever. We have to 
go out, play our game, and get back. 
in the win column." 
Women's track 
• From page I 2A 
.. Kala's been doing a very good 
job," said Craft. "She's a very 
quick study: she can convert words 
into actons. I just have to explain it 
and she can go out and do it: she 
bas athletic intelligence." 
At this point, Scott's distances 
have not compared nationally: the 
NCAA qualifying distance is 42 
feet. but she is doing outstanding 
fer having just taken up the event 
.. Kala has scratched at 38 feet a 
couple of times.'' said Craft. "If she 
CXJUld jump 38 feet, that would be 
outstanding." 
"I feel I could jump 38 feet. I just 
llaven 't jumped that much." said 
Scott. "I've come close with those 
1C1'81Ches .•• 
With two years of eligiblity left, 
die future looks promising for Scott 
ii the triple-jump and other events. 
.. I look forward to the next two 
JelrS with a great deal of enthusia-
U-STORE WAREHOUSE 
INDIVIDUAL ROOMS 
' You Carry The Key" 
Behind Rex & Dons Van Lines 
8. Rt. 130. Char1eston. Illinois 61920 
Phone 345-3334 
~I Pa!!!_yrs 
TONIGHT! ( 
ADVERTISE 
Kala Scott 
sum." said Craft. 
Scott said that she loves to run 
and she is driven to run by the com-
petition. but winning is what she 
likes most. 
"I know that if I don't do good in 
the long jump I still have the triple-
jump to do well in," said Scott. 
'That's what really drives me.'' 
"Kala is a leader by example. 
She does everything I a..;k her to do. 
She just smiles and does it." said 
Craft. "She is very coachable." 
Craft compared Scott's ability to 
that of Olympic gold medalist 
Quincy Watts. Watts was a pure 
100-meter sprinter, but his coach, 
Jim Busch, persuaded him to run 
the 400-meter da .. h, and he ended 
up winning the gold medal in the 
event. Craft said that Scott has that 
same athletic coachability that 
Watts ha-;. 
Not only has Scott excelled in 
the triple-jump. but she has been 
doing well in the long-jump, the 
100-meter hurdles. and the mile 
relay all season. Scott is the team 
leader in points for the outdoor sea-
son. 
Jerry's Pizza & Pub 
WHY 
PLAY 
GAMES? 
Call Jerris for a 
Great Hot Pizza 
Delivered to Your House 
or Room 
2 Large Single Ingredient Pizzas $16.00 
Large Single 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$7.95 
Exp. 4-30-93 
Large Two 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$9.25 
Exp. 4-30-93 
Small Single 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$5.95 
Exp. 4-30-93 
Small Two 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$6.95 
Exp. 4-30·93 
Get in Shape for Summer! 
TAN 
BODY 
WRAP 
ta;;cr 
TONE 
820 Lincoln Ave. 348-5812 
11A 
Illini beat Panthers in slugfest 
Panthers scatter 19 hits but still wind up losing 17-8 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Staff writer 
Although the offensive numbers were 
pretty impressive for Eastern Thursday 
against the Fighting Illini of Illinois, the 
end result wasn't. 
T he Panthers lost a 17-8 contest in 
Champaign after out-hitt ing the Illini 19-
18. The loss dropped the Panthers' over-
all mark to 14-16-1. 
Eastern coach Dan Callahan was 
pleased with the most facets of his team's 
play. 
.. We hit the ball better than they did, 
but their hitting was a little bit more 
timely," Callahan said. "Our defense was 
decent, but our pitching was poor." 
Four Eastern pitchers Phil Huchel, 
Derek Johnson, Craig Jones and Andy 
Keefner saw action on the mound for the 
Panthers. Callahan was upset with .the 
performance of the staff with the excep-
tion of Johnson. Huchel p icked up the 
loss. 
One Illini had a field day with the 
Eastern pitchers. Scott Spezio went five 
for five with two home runs. He would 
have gone six for six, but Eastern out-
fielder Bret Crawford robbed Spezio of a 
home run. Spezio still got creditted with 
a sacrifice fly on the play. 
The offensive stars for Eastern were 
Jeff Guest, who went four for five, 
Aten, who went three for four with 
home run, and Keith Mierzwa, who w 
three for four with a home run and 
triple. 
ln the last three games, now, Mierz 
has gone eight for I 0 with four ho 
runs. 
Five pitchers for lllinois shared acti 
on the mound with John Oestreich pict 
ing the win. 
Men's track team head to Ball State 
4x100 relay team has eye 
on qualifying for Nationals 
By BRIAN HARRIS 
Staff writer 
Eastern will be shooting to qualify 
four individuals and a relay team to 
NCAA championships this weekend at 
the Ball State track and field invitation-
al. 
There are only two meets left on the 
men's schedule, Ball State included, 
and Brent Miller, Obadiah Cooper. 
Scott Touchette and Tom McDonald are 
all within reach of the national qualify-
ing standards in their respective events. 
Mi ller, a senior, could potentially 
qualify in the shot put, hammer and dis-
cus throws. But the indoor national 
qualifier hasn't had the stellar season he 
had indoors, primarily because of an 
injury. But now he's recovered and is 
aiming for the 57-5 shot put, 195-2 
hammer and 178-9 discu s distances 
needed to qualify. The marks he man-
aged to get out before his injury are 
close, but bis career bests from last year 
(59-3, 195-1, 177-2) show promise. 
Cooper, a junior, who nearly missed 
placing at nationals indoors, will be 
after fast times in the 100-meter and 
200-meter dashes. He needs to run a 
10.40 and 20.90 respectively to qualify, 
and so far this season has run 10.46 and 
21.0. But Cooper has been hampered by 
injury outdoors as well. But like Miller, 
recovery has given him new strength of 
late. 
Senior distance runner Touchette has 
been consistently putting out fast times 
in the 1500, 5000 and I 0,000, but has 
the best chance of qualification in the 
5000. The senior Panther came close 
indoors with a 14:21.l 3, still bis best 
ever. NCAA qualification outdoors 
stands at 14: 15.00. 
Scon Touchette 
ing. Last week he won the lndiana S 
Invitational with a j 11mp of 16-11 11 
He'll need a 17-4 1/2 to advance p 
next week's Midwest Central Collegi 
Championships, the team's final re 
season competition. 
Also head coach Neil Moore is 
ing his 4x100 relay squad will bit 
40.00 standard. Last week Ea~rn• 
team, which included Don Rice. · 
Sledge, Ray McElroy and Cooper 
41.1. 
But Moore saw room for improv 
ment. 
"We had two bad handoffs," sa· 
Moore. "Good handoffs are the key 
running good times in relays. But 
still ran a good time." 
Moore also said that McElroy w 
not I 00 percent because of an in ju 
and that this week he will be repl 
by Adam Johnson. 
MIKE ANSCHUETZ/Staff photgrapher McDonald, a senior, recently added 
A member of Eastern's track team circles the track during Thursday's practice at O'Brien nearly a foot to hjs lifetime best in the 
Stadium. The Panthers will be competing in the Ball State /m•itational this weekend. pole vault, and is now close to qualify-
"l feel good about our chances, 
Moore said. "If we can make go 
exchanges, the potential is there." 
Scott jumping with success with advice from coach 
By PETE KATES 
Staff writer 
Athlete's ancient proverb: listen to your coach. 
For triple-jumper Kala Scott, this proverb is one she is 
glad she followed. Scott wasn't always a triple-jumper. lo 
fact, she just started competing in the event two weeks ago 
when women's track coach John Craft "suggested" she try 
it. 
"At first, Kala wasn't too happy about doing the triple-
jump; she wasn' t a happy camper," said Craft. 
"He (Craft) made me do it," said Scott. 
But ever since the first meet she competed in the triple 
jump, Scott has had a change of heart. 
"At first I didn't like doing the triple-jump, but once I 
could keep up with the other girls I started liking it," she 
said. "It's actually kind of run:· 
"I knew she'd like it once she caught on to it," said 
Craft. "lnitially she was tentative about doing the triple-
jump because she was unsure she could do it." 
Craft said he knew what he was doing when be made 
Scott do the triple-jump. 
"I've been coaching for a long time and I could tell that 
Kala had jumping ability," he said. "Kala is a strong alb-
lete." 
Scott and the rest of the women's track team will c 
pete at the Elmurst Invitational on Saturday. Loyo 
Depaul, and Marquette are among the teams that Eas 
will face this weekend. 
"The competion will be stiff this weekend." said C 
"It should be a good meet if the weather holds up." 
Scott jumped 36-feet five-inches and placed third 
first time she competed in the tr iple-jump at the E 
lnitational. She improved five inches last weekend at 
Indiana State Invite in placing second. 
• Continued on page JJ A 
